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INTRODUCTION 

A little more than two years ago, thinking that I might 

^perhaps take a hand at the reviewing of poetry—-which 

I had never yet done—I set myself to consider first prin¬ 

ciples, especially in the light of current theory. To begin 

with, I read an interesting book, then recently published, 

The Critiqm of Poetry y by Mr Michael Roberts: and from 

that I went on to The Principles of Literary Criticism, hj 

Dr L A. Richards, a book which had been extremely 

influential in the ten years since its first appearance. Soon 

I was in the toils, fascinated and plagued by the diffi¬ 

culties that lurk behind the question, What is Poetry? 

The Principles I found exceedingly stimulating. Its 

enquiries went deep, it was often illuminating when it 

touted on particular poems, and above all it was a brave 

attempt at systematic thinking on original lines. It 

seemed to be fundamentally right in the emphasis it laid 

on the organization, the complex harmony, of poetic 

experience: and it seemed, in nearly everything else, to 

be fundamentally wrong. It was wrong about the mind 

and character of poets: wrong about art and morals: 

wrong about the relation of poetry to life, and wrong 

about the place of the poet in society. And it was not 

only wrong. I believed—^and I believe now—that it 

has had a definitely harmful effect, not only on poetic 

theory, not only on criticism, but also on the writing 

of poetry itself. The modern poet is self-conscious in a 

high degree, andTus pScfice is much under the sway of 

tH^ry. 
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The influence of the Principles has, I thuik, been due 

partly to its assumption of scientific authority, and 

to a real virtue, that of system. The need for coherent 

system is deeply felt nowadays. “Our young men ajjd 

women”, says J. L. Stocks, writing on ‘The Need for a 

Social Philosophy’, “are attracted in large and probably 

increasing numbers to the Marxist creed, not so muc 

because it is adequate and theoretically unanswerable, as 

because it is the only coherent body of doctrine that they 

can find.”^ It has been pretty much the same, in the 

sphere of literature, with the teaching of Dr Richards. 

My small book is only a preface to poetics. Anything 

more ambitious in scope would require more leisure, for 

thinking and reading and thinking, than I have. None the 

less, the ‘preface’ is ambitious in aim, for it seeks not 

merely to criticize the teaching of Dr Richards (and, 

incidentally, certain other current views) but to feelp 

towards lajdng a new foundation for the theory of poetry. 

I would like to mention one or two books, in my slender 

reading, which have helped me in various ways. Among 

these is Mr Sturge Moore’s Armour far Aphrodite: while 

radically disagreeing with the obiective theory which 

forms part of its basis, I was constantly impressed by the 

pointel wisdom of its judgment. What, for a single 

example, could be better than this? “Every artist con¬ 

tracts defects and mannerisms which betray his identity— 

sign what he had rather not have signed, and, like the 

criminal’s thumb-mark, help the expert to track him. 

Genuineness is not excellence.” Next I would mention 

M. Charles Mauron’s Aesthetics and Psychology, a bril- 

I ^ the Society, 19S5-S6, p. 17, 
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liant, clear and entertaining essay. Tlien there is Miss 

Joanna Field's A Life of Onds Own, a book of unusual 

interest and a remarkable testimony to the value of con- 

tejnplation. And I must not omit a reference to Miss E. 

M. Bartlett's paper 'The Determination of the Aesthetic 

Minimum',^ a penetrating essay (for all its forbidding 

title) to which I acknowledge my debt. 

But a deeper indebtedness than any is one of old 

standing. Although I do not accept M, Bergson's theo^ 

of intuit|pn as a faculty opposed to the intellect. I am 

convinced ffiathis doctrine of la duree-^? time and change 

and freedom—^is profoundly true. It has influenced not 

bnl^my thought but my whole imaginative outlook. 

Dr Richards refers somewhere, with characteristic in¬ 

tolerance, to the 'dry-rot-like invasion' of Bergsonism. 

The many who misunderstand M. Bergson may have 

ma4e his philosophy the excuse for silly and irrational 

views. But thal philosophy is, when properly understood, 

a severe intellectual discipline. Clear thinking in relation 

toTRe'dWamm movement of life is far more difficult than 
. '■ ■■ __——'—.-.-.-. .— 

^arj^inWng in relation to a neat static universe, con- 

structed by iBajTfoFtEeeo^ of his own analysis: 

imddearTbm^ is not too common, even in that easier 

relation, 
G. R, H, 

1 Proceedings of the Aristotelian Society, 19S4-35, pp. 113-36. 





Chapter I 

POETIC EXPERIENCE 

The Sphere of Poetics 

Many different things happen when we look at a picture, 

or listen to music, or read a poem. The happenings are 

often especially complex in the case of a poem, since the 

medium is that of words—^words, which we use for all 

the debate arid business of life. Poetry, more extensively 

than the 5ther arts, may provide matter for discussion 

outside the aesthetic sphere. 

We have to ask, then, What is the true subject-matter 

of poetics ? With what particular happenings is the theory 

of poetry concerned? 

On such questions, simple only in appearaiKie, much 

thought has been expended. It has sometimes been 

shallow, sometimes profound. Sometimes it has been 

expressed in beautiful prose, and has gained thereby in 

^rsuasive power: at other times it has been veiled in 

oracular obscuri^ which has created an impression of 

deep^SSimigmd significance. But the total result is 

■3is^omtmg,'lbr the tangle in aesthetic matters has 

never been greater than it is to-day. We need to begin 

again from the beginning, and to advance, as best we may, 

without prejudice and without pretence, step by step. 

First of all, let us take note of a simple truth, namely 

that we come to a poem, as to any work of art, with all 

sorts of pre-disposition; each with his own kind of 

sensitiveness, his own degree of culture, his own opinions 

.and attitude to life. The different make-up of each reader 
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vitally affects the quality of experience which he can get 

from poetry. This fact—^the diversity of experience— 

hardly receives proper attention. We are inclined, when 

we reflect, to dismiss it as obvious, and, when we do not 

reflect, to pass judgment as if it were untrue. 

Most people recognize that they have a blind spot 

somewhere. A particular reader, for example, may admit 

that the work of Landor, with his 'guests few and select',, 

is in some way beyond him. He is unable, perhaps, to see 

anything much in lines dike these: ^ 

Go on, go on, and love away! 

Mine was, another’s is, the day. 

Go on, go on, thou false one! now 

Upon his shoulder rest thy brow " , 

And look into his eyes, until 

Thy own, to find them colder, fill. 

But there are many poets on whose work the same reader* 

will be ready to pronounce, in the most final manner. This 

is good and that is bad, this is beautiful, that is ugly. An 

assumption slips in that his experience is the exact ex- 

|»rience which the poem exists to give, not cbit^^d or 

limited by the mind he brings to it. He is confidei^lll^ 

he not only admires, but fully understands, this (shall we. 

say?) in Herrick: 

Here a solemn fast we keep 

While all hauty lies asleep. 

Husked h all things, no noise here. 
But tM toning of a teem: 

Or the sigh of suck as bring 

Cowslips her covering. 
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He declares the poem good or beautiful. But does he 

a hftle more complex? Does he merely approve of i5 

simplicity. Its compactness of form? Or does the artistry 

^d music combme to concentrate one clear note in the 

toning of the fourth line? Does the relation between 

cowslips for solemnity' and 'her' for 'all beauty'- 

entermto.theeffectuponhim? He may be fully responsive 
these and other elements, even if he does not con¬ 

sciously distmguish them. But in all likelihood he is not 

of lLoV effectiveness 
of Landor s scheme, where the concentration is reserved 

or colder'ni the lastline-a very centre-point 
a marble mdex of emotion. ’ 

the exquisite lines of 
Herrick for a mere prettiness and neatness, it does not 

^em. It IS all that he can do to recognize that what he 

more difficult to recognize that what he does like is beyond 

im If he likes it for wrong or inadequate reasons.^The 

mdifference of most people to poetry is not what chiefly 

^uses It to be held m light esteem. The damage is rathe^ 

one by those who remain flxed in a half liking. Poetiy 

ha value for them, a genuine value: they rightly judS 

of ffieir experience as a pleasure, an amenity aided to life 
Md so far, all is weU: but they often mfstake thTs at 

entttious and rather faint pleasure for an experience of 

poetry m its full and true quality, and so fhe idea is 
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encouraged that poetry-reading is a dilettante pursuit, 

not anything vital or robust. 

At present I am not so much concerned with thV un¬ 

happy result, as with the bias that we have to guard 

against in the approach to poetics. Let us get rid, if 

we can, of the insidious, half-conscious assumption that 

readers who ‘like’ poetry have the same experience of 

a. poem, and only part company when they judge the value 

of the experience. The experience itself inevitably differs 

—widely among readers in general, less widely among 

readers of sensibility and developed taste. The best that 

even a sensitive reader can hope to win is an experience. 

not the same as, but in a fairly high degree similar to, that 

of the poet, 

Even this he caimot do all at once. For it is another 

plain fact, frequently ignored, that the experience occa¬ 

sioned by a poem is not a momentary event, abruptly 

begun and ended. It is a process; and,Vhile still sim¬ 

plifying the truth, we may distinguish (l) preparation, 

(2) appreciation, (3) effects, and (4) another kind of 

happening—whatever its relevance—^which accompanies 

every stage, the nervous activity of our bodies. We must 

briefly consider these headings, in order to answer our 

original question, What is the true subject-matter of 

poetics? 
Preparation. Every reader, as I say, brings his own 

idiosyncrasy to the reading of a poem. And so he has to 

go through a process of adjustment, which may be so 

slight and quick as hardly to be noticeable. On the other 

hand, it may be slow and difficult. The metre or rhythm 

may rouse a critical prejudice, due to his previous reading. 
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Or he may find the outlook of the poet antagonistic to his 
owp, Agam, he may have to grapple with an obscure 
meanmg, before the poem can be enjoyed. Or—and 
e^ially with some modem poetry—he may be doubt- 
ul whether the right approach is through intellectual 

alertness or passive surrender. Shall he, let us say 

00 or intellectual coherence between the successive 
stages of The Waste Land, attaching himself to one of 
the several guides through Mr T. S. Eliot’s territory? 

r IS Ete I. A. Richards right in saying that such a 
quest IS useless, that "the items are united by the ac¬ 

cord contrast, and interaction of their emotional effects, 

out’^? ^ “tellectual scheme that analysis must work 

Appreciation. We only experience a poem as fully as 
we ^ if, and when, doubts and difficulties like these have 
beeifresolved, ^d a sympathetic insight achieved. For 
the true enjoyment of poetry, like all other aesthetic 
e^erience is free from such questioning and distraction 
f the intellect. It is an experience of the contemplative 

imagination, having a unique tranquillity, in which the 
elernems of sense and thought and feeling actively com- 
me. e recognize it as good in itself, and value it for 

Its ovm sake. 

We may also value the poem for its incidental 
after effects. It may reconcile us to a harsh world or on 
the contrary, it may leave us with a desire for action, even 
revolution. It may suggest a moral ideal or iUustrate a 
philosophy. In so far as these effects follow on a true 
contemplative experience, a delight in the poem in and 

^ Pnncipks of Literary Criticism, p. 290 (Appendix B). 
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for itself, they represent a thinning out of that experience, 

a return to the world of action or speculation. , ^ 

Nervous Activity. At the moment it is only necessary 

to note that all the above happenings are accompanied 

by tides of activity in the nervous system, the physical 

response to innumerable stimuli. 

Inpreparation for the enjoyment of a poem we may have 

to do hard thinking, and the poem may, among its after 

effects, leave us with ideas for further intellectuaLsxercise. 

Again, before we reach disinterested enjoyment, the poem 

may rouse in us echoes of sensual appetite or moral 

interest, both concerned with action; or the impulse to 

action may follow upon the enjoyment of tlie poem. 

Poetry, indeed, is related before and after to the whole of 

life; all the elements of human experience, every activity 

of thought and desire, contribute to it and^may be affissted 

by it. But the appreciation of poetry, the enjoyment, the 

central imaginative experience, is distinct from this in¬ 

tellectual and practical context. It holds thought and' 

desire in solution, but, in its own unity, it transcends them. 

In ideal purity, it is not concerned with thought as such 

(even in a philosophic poem), or with action as such (even 

in a dramatic poem): for thought and action have alike 

become objects of contemplation. This is the distinctive 

mark of poetic experience. 

Essentially, we may say, the theory of poetry is concerned 

withimaginative or contemplative experience, created through 

a certain metrical ordering of words, and with the values of 

such experience. In a secondary way it is concerned with 

practical and intellectual activity—^with life, indeed, in 
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ite infinite variety—but only as entering into the imagina- 

tion^The values of poetry, as of the other arts, are distinct 

from those of morality, and equaUy from those of specu- 

l%tive thought: poetry, as such, is to be judged simply by 

the quality of imaginative experience it gives, and noifby 

the test of moral goodness, or of truth in reference to 
iometEmg outside itself. ’ " 

Here; then, ^ hkve given a brief definition of the 

sphere of poetics, a brief indication of the nature of poetry. 

If the oq tline is too hard, it can be modified as we traverse 

the ground in detail. But the doctrine has, I think, a 

general validity, and is not merely relative to this or that 

outlook. It will hold good, for instance, even if we adopt 

a materialistic view of the world, and regard the nervous 

activity of our bodies as the thing fundamentally real. For 

such a view may affect the quality, but not the land, of 

exj^rience we get from poetry. 

Let us consider the point. If, in the name of science, 

we are convinced that the mind is no more than a part of 

the nervous system, and that the soul is a chimaera, we 

are condemned to a depressing view of life. Such a view, 

imaginatively held, is likely to have some lowering effect 

on the general quality of our experience—its seriousness, 

its tone, and especially its width; and since, as I have said, 

every element of human experience contributes to poetry, 

it is also likely to have some adverse effect on creative 

work. I do not wish to press this too far, remembering 

that there is a poetry of pessimism and despair. But I 
think it is generally true. 

Again, a materialistic outlook must damage our ability 

to appreciate poems which express a religious conception 
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of the world. True, given a serious sense of values, we 

can usually accept, for the sake of imaginative experience, 

a particular moral or religious standpoint, seriously held, 

with which we disagree. But the required sense of values 

is likely to have suffered to some extent from our ma¬ 

terialist views; and even if, by some human or divine 

grace, it has not, there comes a point at which the aware¬ 

ness of conflict with the truth of science (as we see it) must 

impede acceptance of a religious attitude. 

In fine, the quality of our poetic experience is a^ected— 

I will not say greatly affected—by the nature of our 

beliefs. The kind of our experience, on the other hand, is 

not affected at all, however drab our theory of the Uni¬ 

verse. Even with an emasculated ethic and metaphysic, 

we should continue to create and enjoy beautiful things. 

The quality, alike of creation and enjoyment, would tend 

to deteriorate: we might slip into that decadent condition 

in which art confines its attention, for Art's sake, to sense- 

values abstracted from life. But even if poetic experience 

were limited to superficial and minor perfections of form, 

it would remain distinctive in kind, as a peculiar imagina¬ 

tive satisfaction created through an ordering of words, 

and, as such, it would stiU claim the special study of 

poetics. 



Chapter II 

DISTRACTIONS 

Poetic experience is of value, we have seen, quite apart 

from the useful effects that may flow from it, and quite 

apart from any significance it may have in relation, e.g., 

'to the meaning of human existence. The special task of 

poetics is to concentrate on this independent value. It is 

a difficult task, and we are liable to be distracted from it 

in several different ways. The ways may vary somewhat 

according to the view we take of mind and its relation to 

matter. Let us formulate three possible views, and sug¬ 

gest their tendencies: 

(l) The material world is bound up with spirit, and 

has no independent meaning or existence. 

(^) There are independently real worlds of mind and 

matt&, and interaction takes place between the 

mind and the highly organized matter of the 

nervous system. 

(S) The mind is merely part of the activity of the 

nervous system. 

If we take the first view, it may tempt us to give rein to 

emotion. Intoxicated with the conception of a spiritual 

world, we may be dissatisfied with our limited experience, 

seeking to pass to an experience outside ours, to a wider 

experience, to the 'heart of the Universe". We may be 

bold to claim, as English romantics have often done, that 

poetry, at its highest, gives us the vision of ultimate or 

transcendent reality. And it must be admitted that the 

nature of poetic experience may itself encourage us to 
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advance such a claim: for it has a wholeness and harmony 

that mirror the qualities commonly attributed to the 

Divine, or the Absolute, or the World of Reality. 

Moreover, it is often accompanied by a feeling of 

illumination: and, as Dr Richards warns us, we may too 

lightly interpret ‘this feeling of a revealed significance, 

this attitude of readiness, acceptance and understanding" 

as ‘actually implying knowledge".^ I am not ready to 

agree with him that the state of mind is merely ‘the 

conscious accompaniment of our successful adjustment to 

life*. The poetic experience may be significant of a wider 

reality and, if it is, that significance may be even more 

important for human life than the imaginative satisfaction 

which the experience gives. 

But the question is a proper one for philosophical 

enquiry, and, whatever the answer, is outside the specific 

range of poetics. A study of the poetic experiencg; in 

itself will not be concerned with what it m'ay, or may not, 

reveal of the destiny of man. Some further reference to 

this matter will be found in Chapter xiv. 

If we t^e the second viem—independently real worlds 

of mind and matter—^it may reinforce the powerful in- 

fiuence of the notion, dear to common sense, that beauty 

exists in an object, whether picture or poem, apart from 

any experiencing mind. This ‘objective" notion diverts 

attention from concrete experience to an abstract thing, 

'EH external object in which beauty is supposed to inhere. 

It tenis to reduce the experience of poetry to something 

f«ssi?e, a reflection—or, at best, a modification—^in the', 

'iniiici of a value outside it. It encourages the idea, 

^ P.L.C. p. 283. 
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referred to in Chapter i, that different readers passively 

register the same experience of a poem. Worst of all, it 

may induce the belief that there are external rules to 

v^hich works of art must conform, and by which they may 

be judged. 

The common-sense notion, subtilized and refined, has 

always had its philosophic supporters. Eminent among 

these is Dr G. E. Moore, who advanced an objective 

theory—in a form, certainly, which avoids many of its 

harmfuHendencies, including the fallacy of external rules 

—in his Principia Ethica (1903). I propose to refer to his 

argument, and to more recent arguments of Mr Sturge 

Moore, in Chapter v. The question is, of course, meta¬ 

physical: but, in a preface to poetics, it is necessary some¬ 

times to reconnoitre the borderland of metaphysics. 

Finally , if we take the third view, we may be induced to 

look for the source of poetic values, not so much in 

experience, as in the active and healthy functioning of our 

own part of the physical world, the body and the nervous 

system. If we do so, we may as well say good-bye to 

poetics as a distinct study, for it becomes merely a branch 

of physiology. 

For myself, I find it more repugnant to reason to 

conceive of value as existing in the perfect adjustment of 

the organism (apart from experience), than to conceive 

of value as existing in the form of a picture or poem (apart 

from experience). A study of nervous impulses, as 

affected by poetry, is not a study of poetic experience. 

According to Dr Richards, the unconscious impulses are 

supreme: the quality of experience—^the conscious delight 

in poetry—^is not to be trusted. There are plenty of 
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ecstatic instants which are valueless; the character of 

consciousness at any moment is no certain sign of the 

excellence of the impulses from which it arises.”^ 

The next chapter will be devoted to some consideration 

of this standpoint. 

1 P.L.C. p. 1S2. 



Chapter III 

UNCONSCIOUS EXPERIENCE 

In writing of ‘experience’ I have not until now thought 

it necessary to say that I mean, and shall continue to mean, 

conscious experience; for that is the normal, accepted 

meaning. But Dr Richards, in his Principles of Literary 
Criticism, explains in a foot-note that he will use the term 

throughout “in a wide sense to stand for any occurrence 

in the mmd. It is equivalent to ‘ mental state, or process 

The term has often unfortunate suggestions of passiveness 

and of consciousness, but many of the ‘experiences’ here 

referred to would ordinarily be called ‘actions’ and have 

parts which are not conscious and not accessible to intro¬ 

spection as important as those which are.’’^ Later, he 

_ ma|j:es it clear that by ‘mental events’ (and therefore 

‘ experiences ’) he means happenings which are sometimes 

wholly unconscious.^ 

It is necessary that, in reading the Principles, we should 

constantly bear in mind how little store is set by con¬ 

sciousness. The terminology does not make it easy; for 

men, in the ordinary way, when they talk about their 

minds at all, focus attention on their conscious thoughts 

and feelings, and so the terms available for the description 

of mental activity are, most of them, steeped in the 

suggestion of awareness. Dr Richards divides impulses 

into appetencies and aversions, preferring the word 

‘appetency’ to the word ‘desire’, because the former 

avoids the implication of a consciousness which, for the 

P.L.C., foot-note to p. 38. “ Ibid. p. 86. 
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most part, is absent.^ But the inclusive word ‘impulse’, 

of which we hear far more, is certainly not free from the 

aura of conscious feeling or emotion. Thus it is possible 

to read the Principles without realizing how drastic is tlje 

emphasis on the unconscious. Far what is the motif run¬ 
ning through the book? It is nothing less extreme than this— 
that the essentialfunction of the arts is to increase the activity, 
and promote the health, of the physical, nervous system. 

liie mind, according to this theory,^ is a system of 

impulses. By an ‘impulse’ is meant, not, as the word 

rather suggests, the beginning of a nervous process, but 

the whole of such a process beginning from a stimulus and 

ending in an act. Some stimuli are external (from the 

environment), and some internal (from within the body). 

They do not all evoke a response, the question which of 

them do so depending on the nature of the interests active 

in us at the time. The impulse, i.e. the process effectively 

set up by a stimulus, seeks to have a clear, unimpeded run, 

issuing in action; and the appropriate action may either 

be overt, or incipient and ‘ imaginaT. A vast number and 

variety of impulses are always active, and, unless they are 

systematized, the result must be chaotic. Success for the 

organism lies in a reconciliation of impulses, so as to give 

free and full activity to as many as possible. 

Mental events, either conscious or unconscious, are 

said to occur between the two terminal points, the stimulus 

and the act. The stimulus may be regarded as the cause of 

a mental event, the conscious or unconscious acCompani- 

mraats the event as its character, and the action in which 

* p.t,C. p. 47. 
* Ibid, di. XI, ‘A Sketdi for a Psychology’, pp. 81-91. 
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it issues as its consequence. Mental events appear to be 

conscious very much in the degree that the impulses 

involved are complex, and new or newly organized. 

Conscious mental events include sensations, which depend 

mainly on the stimuli, and emotions, which depend mainly 

on the internal circumstances of the organism. 

What, then, is the place of pleasure.? and of emotion.? 

An impulse, according to Dr Richards, seeks after success¬ 

ful activity, for its own sake, and does not aim at pleasure. 

Pleasure is merely incidental, and is not properly to be 

regarded as a quality of sensation, so much as a sign of 

successful activity.^ Emotions, again, are primarily signs. 

They are signs of ‘attitudes’, that is to say, of those 

‘imaginal and incipient activities or tendencies to action’, 

in which—we are told—^the value of poetic experience 

most resides. Emotions are convenient but unreliable 

signs of that value; and they must not be treasured for 

their own sake.* “For it is the attitudes evoked which are 

the all-important part of any experience. Upon the 

texture and form of the attitudes involved its value de¬ 

pends. It is not the intensity of the conscious experience, 

its thrill, its pleasure or its poignancy which gives it value, 

but the organization of its impulses for freedom and 

fullness of life.’’^ 

On this account of nervous activity, and its supposedly 

inherent value. Dr Richards founds his whole view of life, 

in ethics no less than aesthetics. The moral ideal he sets 

before us is the coherent systematization of impulses, so 

that they may attain their maximum satisfaction. On this 

1 P.L.C. pp. 96-7. ® Ibid. p. 132. 
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comer-stone he hopes to build "a morality which will 

explain, as no morality has yet explained, the place and 

value of the arts in human affairs Poetry and the other 

arts become revealed as the handmaids of morality: their 

function is to communicate and diffuse moral values. 

The first thing to be said about the theory is that it does 

not recognize, in life or in literature, any values that are 

specifically aesthetic. The values throughout are those of 

a utilitarian ethic, having as its aim, for the individual 

and the community, not the greatest happiness (unless it 

be incidertally), but the fullest and freest activity of 

nervous impulses—such a fullness and freedom as are said 

to te achieved in the poet, the eminently moral man. 

Fullness and good organization are frequently com¬ 

mended, and similar tests may fairly be applied to the 

theory itself. It has, to the intellect, an attractive sim¬ 

plicity and coherence, but is this achieved, like the success 

of "practical efficient persons' for whom«we are warned 

to have no "undue admiration',^ through suppression and 

exclusion? Does it even begin to fit, and to cover, the 

full complicated facts of existence? 

TTie doubt arises at point after point. Is psychology, 

or rather physiology (for the very existence of ike psyche 

is scouted), so all-important that we can dispense with any 

independent ethic or metaphysic ? Is a prudential morality 

enough to account for the diversity of the human drama ? 

Is it the true object of art to communicate the values of 

such a morality, or of any morality? Can life, morality, 

art, aE be dealt with in terms of die nervous system and 

its organization? Or are we right in suspecting that 
^ P.L.C. p. 58. 2 59^ 
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mysteries are explained away, in order that a more 

mana^able residue may be explained? 

The account of a mental event in terms of causation, 

chyacter and consequence, a set of aspects which it has 

in common with material events, instead of in terms of 

knowing, feeling and willing, ‘a trio of incomprehensible 

ultimates ’P may seem to be a simplification that promises 

well. But we are left with a greater mystery than all, viz. 

how the processes of the nervous system are transformed 

into coua&ousness. No explanation is offered, but phrases 

are used which suggest that consciousness is merely 

incidental, a mental event having ‘conscious accompani¬ 

ments’, ‘conscious characters’, and so on. We are not 

even presented with one of those admittedly wild con¬ 

jectures, which Dr Richards prefers to the ‘scientifically 
desperate belief in the soul’.^ 

. ^ Belief in the soul is no doubt desperate from a point of 

view which accepts the physical world as the ultimate 

reality, but so, surely, is the attempt to extract conscious- 

•ness from neural movement: the more so, since the 

structure of consciousness is unlike the structure of matter 

as conceived by science. Indeed, the step from belief in 

apurely physical world to the undeniable fact of conscious¬ 

ness crosses a darker abyss than the step from that un¬ 

deniable fact to belief in a soul. But Dr Richards is so 

blinded by his scientific faith, his faith in a science which 

he admits to be in a conjectural state, that he is unaware 

of any difficulty. All is delightfully clear to him. “That 

the mind is the nervous system, or rather a part of its 

activity, has long been evident, although the prevalence 

P.L.C. p. 89. 4 p_ J05 
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among psychologists of persons with philosophic ante¬ 

cedents has delayed the recognition of the fact^in an 

extraordinary fashion.”^ The dogmatic intolerance of. 

this pronouncement might have been learnt from extreme 

religious fanaticism—hoste doceri. 

For myself, I have no wish to dogmatize on the mind- 

matter relationship, or even, in an essay on poetics, to 

build on the foundation of any particular view. But l am 

concerned with the physiological doctrine of Dr Richards, 

because he uses it in such a way as to discredit values 

of conscious experience. And my first criticism is that 

there are intellectual difficulties in every view of mind and 

matter, and not least in his. The world of physical science 

is, after all, an abstraction, and there is no warrant to 

declare that it is the only real world, or even ultimately 

self-subsistent and real at all. There is no such implication 

in the achievements of science, and the tendency among 

modem scientists is to make more moSest claims. The 

attitude of Dr Richards has about it something old- 

fashioned, seeming like a late echo of Victorian certitude," 

as when, in 1874, Professor Tyndall "gave to his presi¬ 

dential address before the British Association the double 

character of an inquest into the death of Animism and a 

funeral oration over its corpse”.^ 

second criticism is this, that, even if the physio¬ 

logical doctrine of Dr Richards is assumed to be sound in 

itself, he makes a wrong use of it for aesthetics. The case 

of aesthetics differs from that of ethics. If, from a supra- 

personal point of view, the main object of human life is 

1 P.L.C. p. 83. 
* WEilam McDougal!, Body and Mind, p. 121. 
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a better adjustment of the unconscious nervous system, 

then^no doubt, it may be that there is no true ethical value 

in conscious motive—in the ‘high’ sense of duty, as -we 

cajl it, or in the ‘noble’ effort of self-sacrifice. But, as I 

have said before, no theory of the Universe can deny 

aesthetic value to the conscious experience of poetry or 

the other arts: no physiology can transfer it to the uncon¬ 

scious nerves and mechanisms. 

It seems oddly perverse to be able to enjoy poetry, and 

yet to4apk for its value outside the enjoyment. We have 

seen the humble place which Dr Richards assigns to 

pleasure and the emotions. He advises us not to trust the 

character of consciousness so much as the ‘readiness for 

this or that kind of behaviour in which we find ourselves 

after the experience He is no stranger to the thrill and 

poignancy of poetry, but his theory leads him to write as 

jf he had a puritanical fear of such feelings. He can say of 

Tragedy that “the joy which is so strangely the heart of 

the experience is not an indication that ‘all’s right with 

the world’ or that ‘somewhere, somehow, there is 

Justice ’; it is an indication that all is right here and now 

in the nervous system.’’^ 

I agree that to read poetry for the sake of pleasure, in 

the ordinary sense of the word, is not enough: and I think 

it admirably said that Tragedy (one of the few words 

Dr Richards distinguishes with a capital letter) is ‘too 

great an exercise of the spirit {sic) to be classed among 

amusements or even delights ’.® But pleasure, amusement 

and delight do not exhaust the states of consciousness 

1 P.L.C. p. 132. ® Ibid. p. 246. 
® Ibid. p. 69. 
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which are desirable. As descriptions of our conscious 
experience in reading a poem or a tragedy they fall short 
in varying degrees. And desire for such experience is an 
all-sufficient motive for our reading. Satisfying imagina¬ 
tive experience—^that is what we rightly seek: it cannot 
be discredited by the failure of language to provide, in one 
word, a closely descriptive label. 

Indeed, it is fantastic to place the value of poetry in the 
nervous system. Assume, if you like, that some universal 
Necessity or Life-force is concerned with thejjealthy. 
functioning of the human organism, but cares not a rap 
about human feelings. None the less, it is only as conscious 
beings that we have values of any kind, and the rightness 
of the nervous system can have no interest for us except 
as a basis for conscious well-being, conscious satisfaction, 
present and continued. Poetry is of value for the quality 
of conscious experience it gives: and the truth about that^ 
value is not to be found by examining the vi^ay in which 
nervous impulses work. 

It may be answered, however, that Dr Richards recog¬ 
nizes a derivative value in the conscious satisfaction which, 
so to speak, reflects the orderly working of the impulses. 
Be it so. It remains that the quality of conscious ex- 
perieiKe is nevertheless suspect, and in part actually 
denied. The value of poetry, we are to believe, does not 
lie in the conscious experience as a whole, even for the 
best qualified reader: it does not lie in ‘the intensity of 
the conscious experience, its thrill, its pleasure or its 
poignancy’. It lies rather in that part (if any) of the 
experience, and, emphatically, of its after efiects, whuh 
is a sign of well-being in the nervous system—a sign of 
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the avoidance of conflict or resolution of discord, con¬ 

tributing to ‘freedom and fullness of life’. 

We have here a confusion between the enjoyment of 

poetry and its after effects, between poetic experience in 

itself and the ordinary experience of life. But—^what is 

worse—we also have an emptying out of experience, a 

whittling away of its particular quality. When we judge 

the value of a poem. Dr Richards would have us turn away 

from the intensity of our enjoyment, and attend rather to 

the 9igo.s' of our nervous well-being, our 'readiness for 

this or that kind of behaviour’, our ‘feeling of freedom, 

of relief, of increased competence and sanity’.^ These 

signs are abstract things: they are factors common to all 

sorts of aesthetic and contemplative experience, and are 

a poor substitute for the wholeness of our concrete 

feelings. The latter, it is true, are fallible guides, although 

^Jiey should become less so, with the imwarped develop¬ 

ment of our taste. But it is much more dangerous to reject 

them and consult the signs of nervous well-being. Any 

such groping in the abstract dark is likely to lead to every 

kind of intellectual distortion—self-deceit, insincerity and 
sham. 

1 P.L.C. p. 2S5. 
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with it has developed a suitable kind of language, highly 

external in its reference. We think, and speak, of separate 

objects, occupying their several positions in space; of 

qjagnitudes greater or less, of container and contained. 

The language answers well to our conceptions, and the 

conceptions are accurate enough, serving not only our 

practical needs, but the needs of physical science. 

But what are we to think and say of our own experience, 

our inner life.? We look on it in much the same way as on 

tliejBijrld about us. The mind is commonly regarded as 

rather like an expanding suit-case, packed in greater or 

less quantity, from minute to minute, with sensations and 

ideas, images and emotions. Some of these are simple, 

and it seems to us that even the less simple ones, the 

deeper emotions, can be taken to pieces and put together 

again. The pieces are simple enough, and have recognized 

names. We are satisfied, for example, that a particular 

complex emotibn may be resolved into curiosity, fear and 

desire, three distinct elements which may also be found 

at work in the minds of our neighbours. As for any 

particular tone which makes our feeling different from 

theirs, it seems not so much to be inherent, as to reflect 

a difference in external surroundings. If only other people 

could be placed exactly as we are, they would feel exactly 

as we do. Some would feel with more intensity, some 

with less, but it would still be the same emotion, differing 

not in quality but in magnitude. 

This, in brief, is the sort of attitude implicit in ordinary 

life. It is well suited to social needs, enabling people, in 

a rough way, to describe and compare what they feel. 

Indeed it is impossible to desoribe an experience or a 
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motive without giving it some fixity and precision of 

outline, rather like that of a clear-cut object in space.,We 
tmve to talk as we do. 

At the same time, we do not live entirely by this 

attitude. WTien we hear an impersonal account of a man’s 

motive for some strange act, we supplement our intel¬ 

lectual understanding with an effort of sympathy. We try 

to get at something more concrete titan the latels under 

which human passions are classified—labels which do not 

tell us very much more of the real nature of the jB»tive 

than, for example, an identity disc tells of the character 

of the soldier who bears it. We do in fact penetrate some 

distance behind the impersonal account of motive, and 

behind tlie useful description of the circumstances which 

are said to have influenced the man to act as he did. Other¬ 

wise our judgments are lacking in common humanity. 

And this effort of sympathy is based on a knowledge of 

ourselves, which, however confused it may be and ill- 

adapted for expression in language, is far more intimate 

than our ordinary way of thinking and speaking allows. 

For, when a man is really at close quarters with himself, 

he does not regard that self as an embodiment of nameable 
qualities: 

a puppet drawn out upon strings. 
Helpless, well-coloured, with a fixed and unchanging 

expression 

(Js though one said ’hecartache’ or ‘laughter’Ifi 

TTie feelings which he may talk about, as if each had a 

separate comer in his soul, in reality interpenetrate. His 

world of experience is essentially a world of qualities 

* Conrad Aiken, Epibgue to Pundi: The Immortal Liar. 
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interfused in a more or less close unity. It is a world to 

whicji terms of space and terms of quantity—‘greater’ 

and ‘ smaller ' whole ’ and ‘part ’—do not literally apply. 

Fqr, as M. Bergson says, “just in proportion as we dig 

below the surface and get down to the real self, do its 

states of consciousness cease to stand in juxtaposition and 

begin to permeate and melt into one another, and each to 

be tinged with the colouring of all the others. Thus each 

of us has his own way of loving and hating; and this love 

or this hatred reflects his whole personality. Language, 

however, denotes these states by the same words in every 

case: so that it has been able to fix only the objective and 

impersonal aspect of love, hate, and the thousand emotions 

which stir the soul.”^ Social intercourse would be barren 

and dreary, if we did not interpret this skeleton language 

in the light of that richly concrete thing, our personal 

experience. It is because experience is richly organized, 

because its elem'ents interpenetrate, that the imaginative 

use of language is possible. Language, indeed, is im¬ 

potent to describe, but, mediating between one per¬ 

sonality and another, it is powerful to suggest. 

The world of experience, then, is not a quantitative 

world: the ‘content of consciousness ’ (to use a convenient 

figure, which is quite offensively spatial) never quite falls 

apart, and we cannot make it fall apart, as we can chemi¬ 

cally analyse a body. If we pretend that we can, we are 

merely—in Coleridge’s phrase—‘contriving a theory of 
spirit by nicknaming matter’. 

It can doubtless be said that terms of space and of 

^ Ti’witf and Free WUl (tr. by F. L. Pogson from Essai sur les 
ImnSes Immidiates de la Conscience), p. 164<. 
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quantity, which we have no hope of avoiding, are less 

inappropriate to some states of mind than to oAers. 

Introspection tells us clearly enough of images and ideas 

which we have not fully appropriated, which seemJ:o 

ioat upon the surface, and to be little connected with our 

deeper selves. The unity here is very slack. When we are 

more fully alive, more of ourselves coming into play, the 

solidarity of our inner life becomes impressive. The extent 

to which a passion or emotion is characteristic of us may 

be judged by the complexity of the elements into jyhich 

it enters, .and the,, completeness with which it permeates 

them. 

Let me suggest an illustration from Marcel Proust, 

Readers of his work will remember the long and intimate 

analysis he gives, in Du CMe de Chez Swann, of the growth 

of Swann's passion for Odette de Crecy. When it had once 

taken hold of him, this man of fashion appeared to be 

entirely changed. “In a restaurant, or irf the country, his 

manner was deliberately and directly the opposite of that 

by which, only a few^ days earlier, his friends would have 

recognized him, that manner which had seemed per¬ 

manently and unalterably his own. To such an extent does 

passion manifest itself in us as a temporary and distinct 

character, which not only takes the place of our normal 

character but actually obliterates the signs by which that 

character has hitherto been discernible.”^ But if, at its 

first onset, the passion was isolated as a distinct character, 

it did not long remain so. It re-awakened in Swann the 

artistic perceptions and inspirations which he had enjoyed 

^ Waj (tr. by C. K. Scott-MoMrieff from Dm CMi de 
Cte Swmm), voL ii, pp. S£-S. 
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years ago, before becoming immersed in the frivolities of 

sociaj life. And now all these inspirations bore “the 

reflection, the stamp of a particular being; and during 

th# long hours which he now found a subtle pleasure in 

spending at home, alone with his convalescent spirit, he 

became gradually himself again, but himself in thraldom 

to another”.^ And so again, as we learn some time after, 

with his early passion for truth. “ In this strange phase 

of love the personality of another person becomes so 

enlai^ed, so deepened, that the curiosity which he could 

now feel aroused in himself, to know the least details of 

a woman’s daily occupation, was the same thirst for 

knowledge with which he had once studied history.’’® 

And, we are told at length, “this malady, which was 

Swann’s love, had so far multiplied, was so closely inter¬ 

woven with all his habits, with aU his actions, with his 

thoughts, his health, his sleep, even with what he hoped 

for after his death, was so entirely one with him that it 

would have been impossible to wrest it away without 

almost entirely destroying him; as surgeons say, his case 

was past operation.’’® 

Here speaks a true insight. Yet operation is exactly 

what the dissecting intelligence likes. It tries to persuade 

us, for example, that, even if the emotions will not always 

yield to the knife, a clean cut can at least be made between 

emotion and thought, sometimes one and sometimes the 

other being uppermost. And it is true that, in order to 

turn introspection to account, we have not only to dis¬ 

tinguish between them but to make numerous clear-cut 

^ Swann's Way, \ Ibid. p. IS. 
® Ibid. pp. 126-7. 
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distinctions witliiii each. But it is a mistake to regard 

these, in all their precision, as native to our im,m.ediate 

experience, or to accept them as ultimately true of life. 

They are necessary distinctions, for we can get nowhere 

without the help of analysis: but all analysis is beset with 

the risk of error, and especially when turned in upon the 

living mind. Coleridge wrote of himself that he seldom 

felt without thinking or thought without feeling. The 

activities of heart and mind were fused in him to .an 

exceptional degree. But ordinary men may, in a dry 'jjcnse, 

adopt Ms words and even go further. For, as Driesch 

says, 'in the last resort w^e must never forget that a 

perception is also a feeling and a thought—a thought is 

never quite free of feeling and perceiving, etc.'"^ To 

pursue our clear-cut distinctions too .far is to defeat the 

aim of clear thinking. 

. ^ The Crisis in Psychology, p. §3. 



Chapter V 

WHOLENESS AND OBJECTIVE 

THEORIES 

The treatment of experience as made up of separable 

parts, rather than of elements which interpenetrate, 

appears to vitiate the theory of ‘organic wholes’, which 

Dr G. E. Moore propounds, with subtle elaboration, in 

his Beincipia Ethica. In this theory, he explains, the term 

‘organic’ is used in one sense only, ‘to denote the fact 

that a whole has an intrinsic value different in amount from 

the sum of the values of its parts An aesthetic ex¬ 

perience is such a whole, and in it he distinguishes three 

parts, the beautiful thing itself, the consciousness of it, 

and the emotion appropriate to it. 

To the beautiful thing in its independence he is inclinec 

to attribute som*e value, although slight.^ The conscious¬ 

ness entering into the whole appears to be an uncolourec 

awareness, for it may enter into any experience whatever.' 

The emotion, again, appears to have a free-lance cha¬ 

racter, since the same emotion can be directed to different 
objects.* 

If, in truth, a valuable aesthetic experience were made 

up of such parts, the first an object of doubtful value, the 

second a neutral or phantom consciousness, and the third 

a detached emotion equally available for several contexts, 

it could at once be agreed that its intrinsic value was 

immeasurably greater than the aggregate value of its 

* Prindpia Ethica, i. § 22. * Ibid, iii, § 50 and vi, § 113. 
® Ibid. I, § 18. 4 Ibid, vi, § 114. 
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parts. But the intrinsic value must then be a miracle, 

lea\ing the critic of the arts with an unenviable task,. He 

could record his appreciations in a general way, but how 

could he, with any confidence, dilate upon particular 

qualities or assign particular merits, when total value 

might be achieved by the alchemic union of almost 
valueless parts? 

“Hie part of a valuable whole”, writes Dr Moore, 

retains exactly the same value when it is, as when it is 

not, a part of that whole.”^ And, again, the doctrine 

“that a part can have ‘no meaning or significance apart 

from its whole ’ must be utterly rejected.”^ The doctrine, 

if stated in this form, may well be rejected. But the form 

is incorrect. An aesthetic experience is emphatically not 

a w'hole made up of separable parts. The term ‘part and 

whole , when we are dealing with a whole the elements 

of which interpenetrate, does not literally apply, and is 

altogether misleading, unless we interpret it in the light 

of self-knowledge. For an aesthetic experience has Ae 

same kind of complexity as the character of an individual. 

Since each element of the individual’s consciousness is 

tinged, as M. Bergson says, with the colouring of all the 

others, his love or his hatred reflects the whole of his - 

personality: ‘there is no need to associate a number of 

conscious states in order to re-build the person, for the 

whole personality is in a single one of them.”8 Similarly, 

each element in our experience of a poem is tinged with 

the colouring of aU the others. The lines would not sound 

to us as they do sound, were it not for the meaning, the 

‘P.£.,,§ ia - Ibid. 
* Tim md Free Wiil, p. 1^5. ^ 
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rh3^hm, the visual and tactual appeals, etc. They would 

not mean to us what they do mean, except for the sound, 

the rhythm, and so on. Take a Rossetti sonnet of great 

technical virtuosity, The Kiss: 

What smouldering senses in death’s sick delay 

Or seizure of malign vicissitude 

Can rob this body of honour, or denude 

This soul of wedding-raiment worn to-day? 

For lo! even now my lady’s lips did play 

With these my lips such consonant interlude 

As laurelled Orpheus longed for when he wooed 

The half-drawn hungering face with that last lay, 

I was a child beneath her touch,—-a man 

When breast to breast we clung, even I and she— 

A spirit when her spirit looked through me,— 

A god when all our life-breath met to fan 

Our life-blood, till love’s emulous ardours ran. 

Fire within fire, desire in deity . 

It might be said that the octet here is a ceremonious 

prelude to the sestet, which contains the real theme of the 

poem. But the statement, though true, would tell us very 

little. It is more important to notice, for example, that 

the first two lines, in the mere prose meaning of the 

words, have nothing to do with the lovers' embrace; and 

yet the play of vowel and consonant, and the impression 

created by the words—^with the violent smouldering, sick, 

seizure—^have more relevance to the embrace than to 

death or disaster, suggesting in their context an almost 

di2Z3ring ecstasy of passion. This sharp excess is mo¬ 

derated by what follows. Note, in the very marked and 
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deliberate verse-pattern, how the short o sound—rob, 

body, kmmr, cmmnmit, launlkd, longed for—is promi¬ 

nently used, aid how the labials take the lead in the stately, 

rather formal, movement of the lines. Tlie whole arrange¬ 

ment, with the meaning felt through it, is rich aid 

voluptuous in effect. And lastly (though many other 

points might be taken) note the contrast between the even 

progression of the octet, and the broken flow of the sestet 

due to the emphasis on child, man, spirit, god. Without 

this change, the sonnet wxiuld have lacked in iirgetmy. 

So we get sound, felt not purely, but through meaning, 

and meaning felt tliroiigli sound: an ecstatic mood modi¬ 

fied by a voluptuous, a stately movement by a broken. 

Whatever element w’e take in our experience of the somiet 

reflects the character of the whole. It isjiist for this reason 

that the critic can usefully dilate upon particular qualities 

and assign particular merits. For—as we shall see 

further in Chapter viii—whatever he may say to throw 

light on one of these, throwvs light on the whole poem. 

Dr Moore's analysis of the aesthetic experience, with 

its attribution of independent status to the object, leads 

to an objective view of beauty in a somewhat extreme 

form, according to which beauty exists apart from all 

beholders. Tliis view* ow’es its persuasiveness to the bias 

of imagination. We are asked to imagine two wwlds, one 

displaying components of extreme beauty in exquisite 

proportion, the other disclosing a heap of the most dis¬ 

gusting filth. **The one thing we are not entitled to 

imagine is that any human being ever has, or ever, by any 

possibility, cm, live in either, can ever see and enjoy the 
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beauty of the one, or hate the foulness, of the other/'^ 

Dr Moore appeals to us whether we will not side with 

him against Sidgwick in thinking it better that the 

beautiful world should exist than the ugly. This is all 

very well. If we whip up our imagination as we are 

invited to dO', we find a difficulty in straightway undoing 

its work. Imagination, though not entitled to invade our 

judgment, will do its best to trespass. We shall be like 

children hiding their faces in their hands, but still seeing ■ 
a coated object through cracks in their fingers. 

Another exposition of objective theory is given „ in 

Mr Sturge Moore's Armour for Aphrodite, ** Beauty", 

he writes, “is as entirely objective as light, 'though our 

admiration of it is dependent on the integrity of our 

faculties, as our perception of light is on the health of 

our eyes."2 And again, “the complete aesthetic ex¬ 

perience includes the appearance of the admired object, 

and adds to it a heterogeneous subjective complement. 

As nice an organization should be achieved by this as by 

the work of art itself, but one totally distinct from that, 

though among its constituents is always the appearance , 

of the admired object."^ 

There is no more difficult matter to discuss briefly, but 

I will attempt to express a differing opinion as follows: 

(l) The self-existent object, the 'thing in itself' apart 

from all beholders, which we may suppose to 

exist 'behind' a work of art, cannot be said to 

win any organization through the work of the 
artist. 

^ P.E. II!, § 50. ® Armour for Aphrodite, pp. 54-5. 
Ibid, p. 55. 
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(2) The sensuous image or object, which analysis 

separates off at the foundation of aesthetic 

experience, already implies a subject-object 

relation, and cannot simpty be described as 

objective. Moreover, neither beauty nor fine 

organization can be attributed to the bare 

image, but only to the aesthetic object, that is, to 

the object of the developing aesthetic experience 

—which experience is highly subjective. 

(S) With regard to light and beauty, neither 05^ nor 

the other is objective in the sense of existing as 

such apart from a subject. Light is objective in 

the limited sense that the perception of it does 

not vary from one subject to anotlier, but is 

common to all who have healthy sight. Beauty 

is not objective even in this sense, for the 

perception of it varies ■with each subject, and no 

common element actually exists in tltese various 

perceptions. 

This statement may be developed a little under heads 
(1) and (2). 

The self-existent object is to be distinguished clearly 

from the sensuous image or object. WTien an artist begins 

to work, he is using materials—^his canvas and his paints 

—as they e.xist for his senses, perceived by him. The 

canvas, as so existing, is a sensuous object: so are the 

paints. But we may reasonably believe (or suppose) that, 

» to speak behind tlie sensuous object, there is a self- 

existent object of some kind, a something existing in its 

own right, having an inaccessible character of its own. 

What is happening while the artist paints his picture? 
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He is altering the sensuous object, and we may suppose 

that^in doing so, he is in some way altering the.self- 

* existent object too. 

iPut his whole purpose is to alter the sensuous object, 

the object of experience, in a way that is significant for 

experience. Of the self-existent object, on the other hand, 

he can know nothing, and any alteration which he effects 

ill it is incidental—he does it blindly. And so he may 

rightly be said to be organizing the sensuous object, and 

to be^gi ving it aesthetic value in the picture he is painting: 

but we have no warrant for saying that the blind alteration 

to the self-existent object has any significance, or that it 

implies any organization m^hatever. 

The sensmus image or object may be taken to stand for 

the bare object of sense perception, as it exists for .the 

observer with .healthy sight, etc., but with no .sensitive¬ 

ness to art, and as it may (by a useful abstraction) be 

supposed to exist underlying the aestlietic appreciation 
of the art lover. 

. 'W.hen I go out of a room in which I have admired 

a picture, I may be sufficiently assured that the self- 

existent object (whatever it be) remains as it was. But 

if I speak of the picture' as being, in an empty room, I do 

not mean that it exists there independently as a. sensuous 

image or object. For it cannot exist as such apart from 

relationship to a conscious subject. Wlienever it does 

exist as a sensuous image, healthy sense-organs—to say 

noffiing of consciousness itself—deserve a share of credit 

for their contribution. It is natural that the image should 

commonly be thought of as simply objective, for the 

subject seems to be entirely passive: he has only to open 

3-2 
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Ms eyes to see. Bat qaite obviously the image is not 

objective in the sense that the subject can be rule4 out. 

Further, the bare image, even if objective in a limited 

sense, cannot have either beauty or fine organizationi, 

ascribed to it, * Beauty' is a term we should only employ 

for an object of aesthetic experience, for what Mr Sturge 

Moore calls the 'admired sensuous image' or 'admired 

sensuous object". The prefix “admired" is all-important. 

The gap between bare perception and admiration is due 

to the difference between an insensitive and a sensitive 

subject, and the finer the admiration, the more pronounced 

is the subjective element. Even if it be true that “'all 

normal men at a certain level of development tend to 

admire the same objects""/ we camiot adequately speak 

of beauty as objective. Beauty, rather, is to be ascribed 

to the object of a subject-object relation which cm only 

come about through a fine organization of experience. 

Mr Sturge }vIoore discriminates between the admired 

sensuous object and the complete aesthetic experience, 

which includes the appearance of that object md ““adds to 

it a heterogeneous subjective complement"'. Thus the 

admired sensuous object or image seems to stand at some 

point between the bare sensuous image and the complete 

aesthetic object. 

But it is im|x>ssiMe to divide die subjective organizing 

activity of e:^erieace into tw^o parts, (a) a part which 

faitlifuly mirrors, with appropriate admiration, die 

beautiful “appearance' of the object, and (6) a “hetero¬ 

geneous complement h If the division were possible., 

experience would yield us, in (a), an objective standard 

^ Jrmmr for j4pfmdite^p, 17, 
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of beauty. But it yields no such standard, for the whole 

response which we make is subjective and single. The 

example of a re-discovered statue, admired centuries ago 

and still admired to-day, does point to a certain con¬ 

tinuity of human experience, some degree of similarity 

(in aesthetic matters) between the mental equipment of 

an ancient Greek or Egyptian and that, say, of a present- 

day Englishman or Italian. But, in order to arrive at a 

common element which w’e may take to mirror the 

inherent beauty of the statue, we have to resolve the 

similarity between the aesthetic experience of and that 

of B into identity plus difference, Just as similarity may be 

resolved in the abstract world of physics or chemistry. 

The wholeness of experience refuses to be so anatomized. 

Each state of consciousness is unique. It may be more or 

less like other states and, for purposes of comparison and 

discussion, we have to analyse each state as best we can; 

but we are dealing with elements that interpenetrate and 

we can never reach a residuum of separable parts. Analysis 

may yield useful and fairly approximate results, but we 

must beware of treating the disjecta membra as actually 

existing and constituting the intact whole. 

The treatment of experience as made up of separable 

parts IS a premise with which no objective theory of beauty 

dispense. And the premise is false. Aji organic whole 

ioes not consist of parts, and cannot be constructed with 

parts. It is a complex of elements not existing separately, 

but in a unity due to some internal animating principle. 

Thus aesthetic experience is an organic whole unified by 

i particular kind of interest, the aesthetic, the character 
of which will kter be defined. 



Chapter VI 

THE GROWTH OF EXPERIENCE 

We ha¥e seen that the complete aesthetic experien^ is 

a whole which cannot l>e divided into separate parts. The 

same is true of Its correlative, the coniplete aesthetic o^b- 

ject. Let us ccaisider this point in relation to graphic art. 

In the presence of a picture which we admire, %¥e can, 

of course, withdraw to some extent the unifying p^#er 

of our aesthetic interest; and, the more we do so, the less 

inappropriate will it be to speak of the object of o«r 

coii^sciousness, which Is losing its aesthetic 'diaracter 

approaching the status of a bare sensuous objact, as 

divisible into parts. But we shall only arrive at a point 

where swdi language is exact, when abstraction has left 

TOtlilng for lis but a canvas filing a'certain space, ^atid 'we 

map out that space into smaller spaces, square feet or 

square inches. The space might better, for this exercise 

'in geometry, bt ocxaipied by a blacktoaid. 

Or 'let .us suppose that, instead of'inerelj .relaxiiig':and'' 

letting our aesthetic interest decompose, w^e replace it 

'wi'th m a::tive intellectual interest, a curiosity,for 

example, as to the artist's technique, the way in which the 

paint has been laid on. The object of this mnniestkitic 

experience will, to a great extent, be amenable to explana¬ 

tion in clear-cut concepts, for that is the way in which the 

intelligence works. It is possible, as we shall see in 

Chapter viii, to learn much about the aesthetic object 

through correlating it with the non-aesthetic or intel¬ 

lectual object. But an attempt to construct the aesthetic 
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object out of the concepts which imderlie the intellectual 

object would be as futile as an attempt to construct it out 

of the subdivisions of space underlying the canvas. 

•I must now pass from the complete aesthetic ex¬ 

perience and its object to the growing aesthetic ex¬ 

perience and the object which develops with it. Bringing 

in the time factor, let us ask what would happen if a 

picture, hitherto unknown to us, were gradually revealed, 

one square foot of space after another being laid bare. If 

w'e'\vere as nearty as possible uninterested, we should be 

doing little more than building up a larger space by 

adding smaller spaces together. But, supposing our 

aesthetic interest to be roused in a normal degree, we 

should have a developing experience. In the first square 

foot we might admire some particular detail, scrupulously 

painted—a hand, a flower, an abstract form—^which 

would impart considerable pleasure if the square were cut 

from the canvas and separately framed; and we might 

already appreciate some relation of tones, or the artist's 

brushwork. As square after square was uncovered, our 

experience would be continuously modified, and we 

should have a growing anticipation, increasingly but 

never exactly fulfilled, of the picture as it would finally 

appear to us, or, in subjective terms, of our final ex¬ 

perience. 'That experience would certainly not represent 

the sum of the foregoing experiences; nor would the 

object, the picture as we come to experience it, represent 

a whole made up of parts. In the intervals between the 

revealing of new squares, development has taken place, 

and with each successive revelation there has been active 

ne%v adjustment. No mere addition sum has been in 
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progress, but what may be called a vital progression, 

where the whole complex of experience is continuopsly 

undergoing qmliiatkt change, very different from any 

progi-e^sion known to mathematical science. 

It is the same with poetry and with music—"not a 

fourth sound, but a star’—^as with graphic art. The vital 

progression {which, incidentally, is not confined to the 

arts, but is characteristic of all vital experience) may the 

more easily i>e realized in poetry .and music, where the 

total experience, more ob\doiisly tiian in the appreciafton 

of pictures, takes time to develop. And a poem, m we 
mme M ex^imce e.g. the. Rossetti sonnet quoted in the 

last chapter, is not a whole made up of so. many 'lines,.,, 

In .poetry the mind is often shocked into'surprise .and' 

tie need of rapid new adjustnient. Compare with..any 

painting the visual iniagery of these lines from Francis 

'Tlionipscm's Ode t§ th SeUirng Sm: 

When tkm didst, imrsiing jrom the great vmd’s kMsk, 

Leap like a lion on the throat o’the dusk; 

When the angels rose-ckapleted 

Soj^ to each otha--— 

The suddenness of the passing from one contrasted image 

to another is significant not of the time factca- only, but 

of the ready interplay of pictures called up in the mind's 

eye by words. In the present context we must be content 

to note that, while tlie qualitative change marking the 

course of aesthetic experience cannot be measured, 

differences can be detected in its rapidity and profundity. 

in the aesthetic experience, then, if the time fac 

eliminated, what w'e have is a situation forming a i 
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wiiole^ where a particular state of consciousness and an 

obj^t are involved in each other. If we substitute the 

dynamic approach for the static, we may consider the 

of the experience, and compare the final stage 

witJi earlier stages. The experience at each stage is a 

whole. At a very early stage it may be that no emotion is 

it, but at a later stage, when we say that emotion 

enters in, what we mean is that' the whole tone of con¬ 

sciousness alters, not that the old state of consciousness 

persists, with something new and external added to it. 

Similarly, the final experience, which may surpass any¬ 

thing that has gone before, is not a larger whole, arrived, 

at by the aggregation of smaller wholes and—as though 

it were a matter of space—containing them. Rather it is 

a closely related whole, more complex and, more fully. 
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Persons of the image-producing types differ, as regards 

the ^nsory aspect of their images— 

(i) in degree of vividness, delicacy, etc.; 

(ii) in the relation between the several different kinds 

of imagery; 

(iii) in the nature of the particular image produced 

within any one kind: in the free visual kind, 

for example, fifty different readers will ex¬ 

perience not one common picture but fifty 

different pictures'".^ 

Dr Richards warns us that care should be taken ‘^to 

avoid the natural tendency to suppose that the more clear 

and vivid m image the greater will be its efficacy*'^— 

its efficacy, i.e. in directing thought and arousing emotion. 

Yet it seems that such a supposition as to the effects of 

vivid imagery would "probably' be correct in individual 

cases, or that it would be so "for many people*. For, 

""with persons of the image-producing types an increase 

in delicacy and vivacity in their imagery will probably be 

acxompanied by increased subtlety in effects":® and ""in 

all forms of imagery sensory deficiencies are for many 

people signs and accompaniments of defective efficacy*’.^ 

Notice that the greater vivacity will only be an" accom¬ 

paniment* of the greater efficacy. It will not be a cause, 

for what matters, and gives efficacy, is not the vivacity of 

the image or its ""sensory resemblance.. .to the sensation 

which is its prototype, but some other relation, at present 

hidden from us in the jungles of neurology".® 

1 PX.C. p. im. 
® IMd: p. 1£0. 
* Ibid. p. 1£0. 

® Ibid. p. 120. 
^ Ibid. p. 123. 
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Thus xte are asked to believe that, Jorpersons ojthe image- 

producing types, the value of images lies in something more 

fundamental than their sensory quality, some mysterious 

relationship zckich controls thought and emotion; this mys¬ 

terious image-relation, it is admitted, is likely to be more 
potent, Ti'here the images are more vivid. 

W hat, then, of the people who never experience any 
imagery at allr “If certain views commonly expressed 
about the arts are true, by which vi\id imagery is an all- 
important part ot the experience, then these people are 
incapable ot art experiences, a conclusion which is con- 
trar}' to the facts. The views in question are overlooking 
the fact that something takes the place of vivid images in 
these people, and that, provided the image-substitute is 
efficacious, their lack of mimetic imagery is of no con¬ 
sequence. The efficacy required must, of course, include 
control over emotional as well as intellectual reactions.”^ 

Thus, for the imageless, a second mysterious denizen of the 

jungle is called m aid, a substitute which, for the purpose of 

poetic experience, may have all the virtues of imagery, however 
vivid. 

Now it is true that there are many unknown factors at 

tte nature ofwhich psychology can but guess. I am ready 
to accept that imagery, taken apart from its seitsory 
quality, has the power in some obscure way to represent, 
or stand in the place of, a sensation. Further I am open to 
conviction on the question, still debatable, whether it is 
possible to think without imagery of any kind: I am even 
ready to assume, despite incredulity, that a few people 

1 P.L.C. p. la). 
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exist whO' are devoid of imagery altogether, though it may 

te that they would reveal the presence of unconscious 

(or 'co-conscious') imagery to the hypnotist. But, so far 

as concerns the normal image-producing person, I have 

great difficulty in conceiving that the appreciation of 

poetry—^particularly of the work of ''certain great poets 

...remarkable for the vigour of their imagery, and 

dependent upon it^'^—is not directly, as well as inti¬ 

mately, connected with the sensory quality of the in¬ 

dividual reader's imagery. As to the abnormal few, the 

imageless, my difficulty is yet greater. These matters, 

however, are not to be decided by prejudice, and we must 

face the question whether there is any cogent reason 

to assign so low a place in the poetic experience, as 

Dr Richards does, to imagery in its sensory aspect. 

I cannot find that there is. To begin with, the experi¬ 

ences of A, the normal reader, and B, the imageless 

reader, are knbwn from the inside to their separate 

introspective selves alone. Inferential comparison be¬ 

tween them is only possible within limits, and even then 

is largely a matter for conjecture. But I do not rely on this 

negative argument. My charge against Dr Richards is 

(1) that he does not make enough allowance for the 

different considerations tliat apply to imagery 

in practical experience, as compared with 

imagery in poetic experience; and, 

(2) that, in poetic experience, he makes a false 

cleavage between the means and the end. 

To serve our practical needs, we pass lightly from one 

image to another. If I want a cigarette and my case is 

^ P.L.C. p. 120. 
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empty, I think of the cigarette-box and the table on which 
it lies. I then go to the table, and get the cigarette. There 
is a chain of images here, mamly visual, leading from the 
imagined satisfaction of smoking to the actual satis¬ 
faction. The conscious images are likely to be faint and 
evanescent, the whole process approaching the automatic. 
There is no enrichment of one image by another: the 
images are altogether subsidiary, and might perhaps be 
dispensed with. From the practical point of view, it may 
well be that images are, as Dr Richards is inclined to think 
them, ‘luxury products’: and this is more certainly true 
as regards their sensory quality. 

But then, from the practical point of view, poetry itself 
may be considered a luxury product and, that being so, 
we ought not to be surprised if we find that vivid imagery 
IS among its essential requirements. The poet of vivid 
imagery delights in his images and their sensory quality. 
He is not hurr3Tng on to action; his objective is not action, 
but what may best be described as an experience growing 

into completion. So he does not discard his images by the 
way, but develops them in their sensory quality, so as 
to enrich one another and also to combine with all kinds 
of other elements into an intricate harmony: 

^fe is the rose’shape while yet unblown; 
The reading of an ezfer-changing tale; 

The light uplifting of a maiden’s veil; 

A pigeon tumbling m clear summer air; 

A laughing schooldmy, without grief or care. 

Riding the springy branches of an dm.^ 

^ Keats. Sleep and Pcstr: 
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In Keats there is a lingering on the individual images. 

But where the images are lightly suggested or half- 

developed—a feature of Meredith's poetry, justly noted 

by Dr Richards —the sensory quality need not be of less 

importance. 

, Thus, in poetry, images do not, as they do in practical 

life, simply stand in the place of past sensations until they 

have served their turn. Rather, they appear to be an 

enduring element, and we must altogether disagree when 

Dr Richards separates the experience of them, as a means, 

from the experience of thoughts and emotions as an end, 

making tlie value of the poem depend on the latter. As 

though the means were external to the poem! Or as 

though, if allowed to be internal to so organic a structure, 

they could be dismissed as not bound up with its final 

value! True, a mere virtuosity in forming images, 

(conceits that tickle the surface of thought and do not 

touch the emotk)n) is, like faili without works, of little 

value: the important images are those which rouse us to 

feel, and often to think. But tlie thought .and emotion 

aroused by such images are in varying degrees 'per¬ 

meated by their sensory quality, and that quality in its 

turn by the thought and emotion. There are fine poems, 

like Francis Thompson's Ode to the Setting Sun (quoted 

in the last chapter), which are a revel of imagery. They, 

arouse in us emotions simply saturated with image- 

quality, such as nothing else in the world apart from their 

particular images could give, . 

" The poetry that dwells on the further side of imagery, 

having cast off'its delights and splendours, is rare—"the 

1 PX.C p. 124. 



song some loaded poets reach at last And there are many 

poems where images are sparingly iised^ but have a domi¬ 

nating power. Consider, e.g., this stanza from Donne: 

As Hgkiningy or a taper's light, 

Tkme md mt thy noise wahed tm; 

Tet I thought thee 

—For thou lov'st truth—am angel, at first sight; 

But when I saw thou saw'st my 

And knew'st my thGi^hts hjond an mgel's art, 

When thou knew'st w/mi I dreamt, when thou knew'st whm 

Excess of joy wmld wake me, and earnest then, 

I must eomfrss, it cmdd mot chmse but h 

Profkm, to thirnk the amy thing but thee, . 

Tlie Of»iiiig imagery is supreme. And in this instance 

it is not likely that the visual effect would seriously differ 

iar ifty diierent readers. Apart, from its ccaite,i:t, 

word lightning’ !ii,ight call up for some a picture of 

forked lightning, for others of sheet: while some would 

perhaps visualize, in different degrees, a background of 

cloud and storm. But in this poem, The Dream^, a sort of 

unearthly gentleness pervades the whole, and excludes 

the picture of a zigzag flash or any image of violence. The 

'visual ini^e, so |»rTOded,,is of extreme beauty, ■ 
; But listen to .Dr Richards, on another image of the eye. 

of the o*rf»atest livino* hp writps. '** 
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in the means by which a poem attains its end into the chief 

valiig of the poem is due to excessive trust in the common- 

"places of psychology. ” ^ We may connect with tliis rebuke 

the following more indulgent remarks which occur a few 

pages later. ‘'As we have seen, it is natural for those 

w^hose imagery is vivid to suppose that vivacity and 

clearness go together with power over thought and 

feeling. It is the power of an image over these that is as 

a rule being praised when an intelligent and sensitive 

critic appears merely to be praising the picture floating 

before his mind’s eye/’'® 

There is no justification for translating the critic in this 

way. He doubtless means what he says, when he praises 

the beauty of the visual image. Assume, if you like, that 

some obscure image-relation of which he is unconscious 

(and which no psychologist has yet tracked to its lair) is 

the power that has stirred his thought and feeling: none 

the less, when he introspects, he is struck by the sensory 

quality of the image, affecting the whole experience. He 

is'Wrong, of course, if he supposes that his experience—- 

e.g. of the line quoted—is a simple thing or purely visual. 

It is exceedingly easy to make this mistake, .and to over¬ 

look that the experience is highly complex and subtle, 

deriving its particular ‘feel’ from the confluence of all 

kinds of images, associations, and context suggestions. 

When the critic reflects, the visual image is perhaps the 

most easily recognized of all tliese, and its vividness is 

therefore apt to obtrude overmuch: it looms larger for 

introspection than it does in the experience itself. Yet— 

and this is the important point—in the experience itself 

^ F.L.C. pp. 115-ia , a Md. p. 123. ■ 
hf: 4 



if it merely touched a bell and set it ringing, instead of 
giving, if not the whole tone, at least a particular quality 
of tone, to the bell’s sound. 
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But, after all, Dr Richards is not concerned with any¬ 
thing so unscientific as the bell’s sound. Perhaps that is 
his defence. He is concerned only with the vibrations, 
which may be set up by a variety of causes, one of which 
can be substituted for another without alteration to the 
eflfect. And the vibrations are separate and evanescent 
enough. We were in danger of forgetting that value does 
not lie in conscious experience, which holds together and 
endures, but in the successful activity of impulses, in the 
sphere of matter, in ‘the instantaneous which dies and is 
born again endlessly’.^ 

^ Matter at its ideal limit—see Bergson, Creatme Evolution 
(tr. by Arthur Mitchell from UEvolution Creatrice), p. 212. 



Chapter VIII 

ANALYSIS OF EXPERIENCE 

The critic of poetry appears to be in a difficult position. 

For poetic experience holds closely together, and is a 

baffling object for introspection: it is organic, individual, 

indivisible, and it changes as it grows. How then can the 

critic effectively analyse it? What is he in fact doing, 

when he speaks of this or that, of form or content, sound 

or imagery, thought or emotion, as if the poem could be 

taken to pieces ? 
First of all let us be clear about this. No critic can fully 

explain a poem, for no critic can fully account to himself 

even for his own experience. He may find many reasons 

for his admiration. But the sum of those reasons, however 

excellent (and they may, of course, be merely deceptive), 

can never be commensurate with his experience, which is 

single and organized. And, further, the experience of a 

poem matures at the end of a vital process, and is what it 

is because of that process. The critic may get nearer to a 

full self-understanding, if he tries not merely to analyse 

his final admiration, but to recall how his admiration 

developed. Steps in the development, however, wilii the 

reasons appearing to operate at eadi step, are but separate 

links, and, however good the chain, can never be conir- 

mensurate with the vital process, which has been con¬ 

tinuous. 
Reasons, then, being abstract, while they may throw 

light on the concrete experience, cannot explain it in 

full. The critic has to analyse: but once the wholeness of 
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nt may. be. brought out in 

easoiis that are good, and val 

be found whe.ii w-e look back 

they were not the motive foi 

Reasons can only be the moti 
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for adm.iring, and convince ther 

their reasons. They mistake tlie 

intellectual process (which, of course, is a pleasurable 

exercise) for aesthetic appreciation. While sincerely be- 

Iie\iiig that they admire, they are insincere in their 

admiration, and the lead they give has a damaging effect 

on the small public who genuinely w^'ant tO' appreciate the 

arts, and are genuinely dissatisfied with acade.mic work. 

The self-deception spreads, for a strong aesthetic sense 

is a rare gift (even among this small public), while desire 

tO' be 'in the movement' is a common failing. 

Even the well-balanced critic, who sets out from a real 

he admires a poem by Keats, when he doesn't, than to 
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iilusory notion of an object without a subject than into 

th%t of a subject without an object. As far as possible, 

therefore, I prefer to use subjective terms, 

Differmtiation, A valuable whole, such as a poetic 

experience, has differentiation in a high degree. It has, 

so to speak, a great potential multiplicity which never 

becomes actual. Because of this differentiation, it is 

possible to focus attention, now on one aspect, now on 

another. All the elements usually distinguished in poetry 

(rhythm, vowel-music, imagery, meaning, emotion, etc.) 

contribute'—or, more accurately, the appreciation of each 

contributes—to the poetic experience. The structure 

varies indefinitely from poem to poem: the purely 

sensuous elements preponderate, for example, in a poet 

like Ernest Dowson, while at the other extreme, as in 

Thomas Hardy, the sensuous resources are so sparingly 

used as almost to persuade us that the words are bare 

signs of the port’s emotion—^that they, and the Torm^ 

generally, do not much matter. Even in such extreme 

cases, however, the structure of experience is more 

complex than it seems. My present point is that, while 

the elements do not exist separately for appraisal, and while 

tixh t$ tinged ly the colowing of the rest, the critic can 

with some success deliberately focus his attention, so that 

a particular group of elements now comes into the fore¬ 

ground of his organization, and now recedes into the back- 
gromd. 

In Chapter i, when distinguishing three stages in the 

experience of a poem—(l) preparation, (2) appreciation, 

and (3) effects—I was careful to remark that this was a 

'simplification. In reality, one does not proceed in a 
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seme (whkk language has to follow) it remains the same 

The mind having this plasticity, there is no hard and 

fast line between the aesthetic experience and the intel¬ 

lectual. It is doubtful w^hether dipure aesthetic experience, 

without any trace of intellectual detachment, can ever be 

realized. However that may be, people who are capable 

of appreciating poetry cannot help passing from one kind 

of experience to the other. They pass to the intellectual 

kind, whenever they explicitly analyse or judge a poem. 

For the intellect proceeds by way of concepts, and it is 

only these concepts—imperfect but serviceable instru¬ 

ments—^that make judgment possible. 

Correlation. A contrast is commonly drawn, and rightly 

enough, between the aesthetic and the critical attitudes. 

But it is the sign of a thoroughly bad critic to remain fixed 

in a critical attitude: he is sure to be the doctrinaire person 

w'lio, without krfowing it, is more interested in intellectual 

puzzles than in poetry, and spins theories out of all rela¬ 

tion to aesthetic experience. 

The good critic is one w^ho continually checks his 

analytical work by the test of experience. Analysis alters 

—disorganizes—^the aesthetic object, and the good critic 

cither knows it or acts as if he did. He keeps in memory, 

as clearly as possible, w^hat the ^oem felt like.. Not only 

so, but when he examines in detail the elements of the 

poem, he seeks to bring them into a renewed aesthetic 

perception. So, by a constant interchange between the 

concept and that perception or appreciation which is 

always his base, he avoids alike the application of pre¬ 

conceived rules, and the indulgence in tenuous refinements 
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of logic. This controlled analysis, which, though not com^ 
mensurate with experience, has a valid relation to it, if. the 
true task of criticism. 

So long as the critic is content to take his total ex¬ 

perience of a poem, and to describe it in terms of those 

handy and ready-made concepts which he inlierits from 

the work of other men, he cannot help us much. His total 

experience will rightly govern his estimate of the poem's 

importance. So far, so good: unless, how'ever, he attends 

closely to the experience which he gets from different 

angles, he is likely to suffer from one or other of the 
common faults: 

(1) of vagueness, the poem’s value being ascribed to 

general qualities, equally possessed by other 
poems; 

(2) of crudity, value being found in the emotional 

content of the poem, to the neglect of form, as 

though the emotions differed little from those 
of‘real life’; and 

(3) of embroidery, the poem being taken as material 

for an imaginative construction by the critic, 

such as, in the rare exception, may prodixe a 

new work of art, but is not criticism proper. 

Let us consider, then, what the critic can do if he 

approaches a poem from a particular angle, if he concen¬ 

trates, say, on its sound (its auditory images). How 

simple a group of elemaits can be brought into focus as 

the foreground of his esqperience.? I will quote three 

passages bearing on this question: the first is from tlie 

preface by Mr Arthur Symons to the Poems of Ernest 
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Dowsoii, while the second and third are taken from 
Dr^ichards and from Coventry Patmore. 

Ernest Dowson, so Mr Symons tells ns, professed that 

Poe s viokty and the vine 

was his ideal of a line of verse: and he had a theory, 

indicated by this preference, ‘*that the letter 'v' was the 

most beautiful of the letters, and could never be brought 
into verse too often"'. 

Dr Richards, on the other hand, declares that ""there 

are no gloomy and no gay vowels or syllables, and the 

army of critics who have attempted to analyse the effects 

of passages into vowel and consonantal collocations have, 

in fact, been merely amusing themselves... .The way the 

sound is taken is much less determined by the sound itself 

than by the conditions into which it enters. All these 

anticipations form a very closely woven network and the 

word which cai^atisfy them all simultaneously may well 

seem triumphant. But we should not attribute to the 

sound alone virtues w^Iiich involve so many other factors. 

To say this is not in the least to belittle the importance 

of the sound; in most cases it is the key to the effects of 

poetry."^ 
And, finally, Coventry Patmore addresses the "Lady 

elect": 

Give me thereby some praise of thee to tell 

In suck a Song 

As may my Guide sez^ere and glad not wro7ig 

Who never spake till ihouAst on him conferred 

The rights convincing word! 

iPX.C. p. 137. 
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Grant me the steady heat 

Of thought wise, splendid, sweet. 

Urged by the great, rejoicing wind that rings 

lli^ith draught of unseen wings. 

Making each phrase, for love and for delight, 

Twinkle like Sirius on a frosty night U 

If we revert to Poe’s line, it is clear, I think, that we can 

have aesthetic experience of it, witli the sound alone in 

the foreground of attention: the visual images and asso¬ 

ciations in die background are not such as to startle or 

distract, or greatly to affect the way the sound is taken. 

And when our experience is organized by non-aesthetic 

interest, we can apprehend, in isolation, the repeated ‘v’. 

But we cannot pass from the intellectual apprehension of 

the ‘v’ to an aesthetic appreciation. There is no such 

thmg as a beautiful consonant, or a *gay’ vowel, in 

isolation. So far. Dr Richards is right, and his comment 

has value. On the other hand, from a comparison of Poe's 

line with other contexts where ‘ v’ is prominent, we may 

veiy likely agree that the letter has some special value as 

a component in the sound of verse: and, similarly, certain 

vowels or syllables, if not gay themselves, appear to be 

inspired with gaiety more easily than others, so that the 

study of 'vowel and consonantal collocations’ is not a 

mere amusement, provided we do not ignore the other 

factors working with them. I find, for example, that for 

my own experience the sound of the word ‘sun— 

Fern whom all winds are quiet as the sun. 

All waters as the shore^ 

‘ The Unhmm Book II, xvu. * Swinburne, Jveatque Vale. 
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_is more apt for the expression of a subdued feeling than 

a iuyous, and that the syllable has a definite contributory 

value of this kind in ‘sunless’. On the other hand, the 

sound-effect is so delicate that it can be easily neutralized 

by the association of warmth and brightness. It is quite 

true that “w'e should not attribute to the sound alone 

virtues which involve so many other factors . But the 

difficult question remains: given that there is always a 

partnership, how much of the effect is due to the particular 

partner, sound? 
Consider the passage from Patmore, a deliberate artist 

in a limited range of vowel-effects. In these exquisite 

lines it is hard to decide how much is due to the sound of 

the words, how much to the imagined sound of the wind, 

how much to the imagined brilliance of the night-sky, 

how much to the suggested immanence of triumphant 

thought. The rhythmical effect has also to be considered. 

To my feeling* the sound of the words, the pattern of 

syllables, is of very great importance. For the best 

ex|>erience of the passage, the elements in the forefront 

of the reader’s attention must prominently include the 

sound. 
The relative importance of the sound differs greatly 

according to the structure of the poem. Views like liiat of 

Dowson have no absurdity in them, so long as they are 

related to decadent poetry, in which there is no depth of 

intellectual or emotional content behind the sound to 

which we are attending. But in relation to complex poetry 

they are nonsense. We may test this by comparing an 

early with a late poem of Mr W. B. Yeats. In Innisjree 
we cannot but mark, as Sir A. QuiUer-Couch bids us. 
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‘‘how the vowels play and ring and chime and toll".! 

i^d this, we conclude, goes very far to explain ^ur 

pleasure m the poem: for, apart from the visual imagerv 

there is not much behind the music, and the imager^’ 
except in the line 

And evening full of the linnet’s wings, 

lacks subtlety. It is otherwise with Byzantium, e.g. with 

the Imes about the fabled singing-bird of metal in the 
emperor’s palace that 

Planted on the star-lit golden hough, 

Can like the cocks (f Hades crow. 

Or, ly the moon embittered, scorn aloud 

In glory of changeless metal 

Common bird or petal 

And all complexities of mire or blood. 

mse lines are splendid in sound, as the whole poem is. 

Bm, however we try to concentrate on the sound, it is 

ittreult not to be acutely aware of passionate thought and 

exated vision behind the sound and affecting it. And 

indeed these qualities must be potent factors in the best 
ejfperieace the poem can give. 

In the appreciation of poetry, then, while no absolute 

separation of the various factors is possible, there is the 

widest scope for useful analysis, if it be founded on a 

smsitive and many-sided response. And such a response 

mm be reflected by the good critic in an emphasis, a sense 

of perspertive and prc^KHtion, which, although it c«i 

never claim absolute rightness, wiH be recognized by 
readers^ to te reasonabie and just. 

^ j4ri'§f ^Writing^ p, 141. 
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A further point calls for attention. Although the one 

or |wo quotations above are mere fragments, I have not 

forgotten that a whole poem forms a unit. The experience 

of the whole poem should have a greater value than the 

experience of any iine or passage it contains. But this is 

not always so. By an ideal standard most good poems are 

interesting failures; the experience which they give lacks, 

in some way or other, the completeness and coherence of 

a perfect organism. Sometimes the experience of, say, 

three stanzas in a. four-stanza lyric may be more organic 

than the experience of the whole; and the fault is not 

invariably that of the reader. 

Consider the relation of a single memorable line to its 

context. In one case it will stand out, in contrast, from a 

poem of obviously inferior texture. In another it will 

represent a climax, one of the wave-crests in a fine poem: 

such a line as Rossetti's in The Portrait— 

Loud yearned the iron-bosomed sea 

—line organic to the poem, though effecting in itself 

a union of opposite suggestions (yearning, loudness, iron, 

bosom), which dominate the splendour of sound and 

produce a rare wholeness of impression. Sometimes a 

line is valued more than it deserves, because it introduces 

a more sensuous note into a context of astringent virtue— 

like the rare smile on a face usually severe. Sometimes 

it will be the flash of genius seeming, in a passionate 

writer like Donne, to light up a poem which as a whole 

disdains perfection. 

After all, w^e build up the experience of a poem as we 

read or hear it, line by line, and the ideal critic should seek 
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to discover not only the best total experience, but its 
relation to the experience of passage or line. Enthusiasm 
for the passage or line may result in a hasty over-valuation 
of a whole that is ill-organized: and, vice versa, in the poem 
where organization triumphs, the natural tendency is to 
attribute to the passage or line an effect that really pro¬ 
ceeds from the whole. There is an example of this in 
A. Glutton-Brock’s discussion^ of Marvell’s poem To His 

Coy Mistress. “There follows”, he writes, “the couplet 
wonderful in sound and sense— 

My vegetable love should grow 

Vaster than empires and more slow 

—a couplet that makes one think of pumpkins and 
eternity in one breath, preparing for the great stroke of 
the poem: 

Btd at my back I always hear 

Time’s winged chariot hurrying near 
And yonder all b^ore us lie 

Deserts of vast eternity.” 

Hie sound of the couplet (Dowson would have noted tte 
use of ‘v’) admirably goes with the sense. But, though 
the couplet is a fit preparation, it does not by itself join 
the pumpkin with eternity (a difficult association, which 
that comfortable growth habitually resists at Harvest 
Festival). No, it needs the succeeding lines to do that. 
If the couplet alone had such force. Time’s chariot and the 
deserts of eternity would lose their magnificent surprise. 

When W’e know a poem well, even the most unobtrusive 
line or phrase may be remembered for a merit that seems 

* More Essays m Books, pp. 140-2. 
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to be imprisoned in its few words, but is really due to our, 

ex|«rieiice of it remaining steeped .and immersed in our 

experience of the whole. It is not ea,sy to unbuild our 

experience'—to find our way back, when we have not 

this reason the critical faculty 

entive from the first reading of 

ature experience, but the whole 

he early, incomplete impression, 

cal understandins*. 



Chapter IX 

CONTEMPLATIVE EXPERIENCE 

The Aesthetic Attitude 

We have seenthatthe central study for poetics is the nature 

of poetic experience in and for itself (Chapters i and ii). 

The values of poetry lie in conscious experience. Tliey 

are not to be found in the unconscious, or in the nervous 

system (Chapter in). Nor are they to be found in poems 

regarded as objects Iming a beauty or excellence of their 

own, apartfromthe experiencing mind. Objective theories 

involve the conception of experience as a whole which, 

even though organic, is made up of separable parts. But 

an organic whole does not consist of parts, and cannot l» 

constructed with parts. Thus it is impossible, in analysing 

the experiences of different people—even in analysing the 

very similar experiences of A, B and C in reading a par¬ 

ticular poem—^to extricate an identical element, common 

to all. Experience does not provide an objective standard 

of beauty or aesthetic excellence (Chapters iv and v). 

TTie elements of poetic experience interpenetrate. The 

experience grows, not by addition of part to part, but by 

qualitative inner change (Chapter vi). Since the change 

is organic, the earlier stages in the experience are not lost, 

but endure in the changing whole, as it becomes more 

complex and more fully organized. It is not possible, 

with Dr Richards, to locate the value of a poem in certain 

‘ends’ (thought, emotion and, above all, the ‘attitude’ 

aroused), as distinct and apart from the ‘means’ (the 

various kinds of imagery employed). Physiology may 
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separate the final physical reaction to a stimulus from 

eaj^Jier stages in the response, but any corresponding 

separation is invalid for aesthetics (Chapter vii). 

While experience does not consist of separate elements, 

the critic can vary the focus of his attention, so that this 

or that aspect of a poem comes into the foreground. He 

can, for example, have concrete experience of a poem with 

the emphasis now on its sound, now on its visual imagery. 

And with this varying experience he can correlate the 

sharper abstract divisions of the judging intellect, the 

clear-cut 'reasons’ for admiring a poem. Such reasons 

cannot be commensurate with the experience itself. They 

may, however, direct the reader’s attention in such a way 

as to help him to develop his own experience. 

Every reader is a critic. The mind is plastic, its organiza¬ 

tion continually changing, and passing to and fro between 

the aesthetic experience of a poem (enjoyment) and the 

intellectual experience (judgment). A good critic is a 

reader who passes to and fro effectively, alternating 

between the aesthetic and the critical attitude, controlling 

his analysis by the test of constantly renewed perception. 

By varying the focus of his attention, he seeks to find the 

best perspective for the experience of a particular poem_ 

its interflowing elements of sound, imagery, thought and 

emotion. He seeks, also, to discover how the experiences 

of passage or line are related to the total experience: how 

they enrich one another, and how far they are successfully 

organized into a single whole (Chapter viii). 

I have laid great stress on the organic wholeness of the 

aestlieticexperience, and of its particular species, thepoetic 
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experience: I have equally stressed the organic nature of 

its growth, in which the whole complex undergoes con¬ 

tinuous qualitative change. But I have remarked that 

these characters are also found in all really vital experi¬ 

ence. What is it, then, which distinguishes aesthetic 

experience from other kinds? It is not enough to have 

said, without further explanation, that it is ‘imaginative’ 
or ‘contemplative’. 

The quest for a special aesthetic faculty or emotion is, 

I think, hopeless. It is merely one symptom, among 

many, of the intellect’s craving to anatomize. There is, 

however, a clearly discernible difference between the 

general disposition of a person pausing to admire, e.g. 

a natural scene or a w'ork of art, and that of a person 

engaged in thought or action, speculative analysis or 

practical affairs. It is to the former disposition that I have 

attached the term ‘aesthetic attitude’; and ‘aesthetic 

experience ’ is the kind of experience to wfiich this attitude 

leads. I propose to consider three questions: 
(1) What is the aesthetic attitude? 

(2) How does it arise ? 

(S) How does it develop? 

fPhat is the aesthetic attitude? The character of the 

attitude is most easily seen where it is highly developed. 

It may be described as the attitude of pure disinterested 

attention. It is partly to be defined by negation. TTius it 

lacks both curiosity and practical interest: it does not seek 

either explanations or advantages, whether the latter be 

selfish or otherwise. It rests delightedly in its object, 

which seems to gather a sometimes startling beauty and 

significance, and it has no ulterior end in view: it does not 



opose to itself either action or knowledge. I reserve the 

Rourable name, "contemplation', to the state of mind 

Dper to the aesthetic attitude at a well-developed stage. 

The attitude has also a positive aspect, which is essen- 

ocess of a 
to that of creation. In the negative aspect, a comparative 

help to explain why it 
naturally to Orientals 

hand, a weakness in attentive control may help tO' account 

for so much of their contemplation being sterile. Were it 

not for the active attention of the artist (however passive 

he may seem, his heart "a drop-well of tranquillity'^), 

tiiere would be an uncontrolled attitude of dream, giving 

The contemplative attitude is not to be 

and sou: from the slack contemplative you can expect no 

vital creation. Thus the psycho-analysts give a most 

inadeouate account of the artist's work, when thev inter- 
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instead of dreaming of it; I consider, on the cxaitrary, that 

the aesthetic inhibition is spontaiieotis, and that its obpct 

is to savour existence instead of letting it escape It k 

neither from lack of energy, nor from the denial to him 

of a crude outlet, that the artist refrains from a life of 

action, and creates images. 

As to the nature of the artist's control, this depends on 

the interests and character of the individual. Breadth and 

depth vary enormously. All that can be hazarded is that 

the greater artist, and the more catholic lover of art, are 

likely to be found among those whose lives preserve a fair 

balance between the aesthetic and other attitudes. The 

aesthete who abstains from the ordinary commerce of life, 

and from the discipline of thought, may hope thereby to 

save his exquisite perceptions from decay, but he will be 

lop-sided in character and a minor artist. Perhaps he is 

right, so far as his art is concerned, life so cloistered 

suiting a narrow capacity. But he may be doing his 

capacity an injustice: it may be that, with a wdder cultiva¬ 

tion of sympathies, he would bring to his creative work 

an attention o^pen to more subtle and numerous,impres¬ 
sions. ' 

,, Hmn dms the mstketk attitude arise^ The attitude is 

often evoked by something familiar seen in an unfamiliar 

aspect. Suppose you are climbing a hill for the sake of 

exercise: you know the surrounding country, it has no 

novelty for you, and, maybe, you are not in the habit of 

paying much attention to landscape. But, from time to 

time on your way up, you lie back against the hill, and 

^ jieitkitm md PsfiMogy (tr. from the French by Roger Fry 
and Kadierine John), p. 59. 



tlmii solid trunks, and the fields take on a new paiiera. 

Your attention is arrested: you allow your eyes to take 

ill the scene and, as likely as not, you are astonished at its 

vividness. For once, you are really seeing what is 

presented to you. 
In practical affairs we get on very well without really 

observing what most things look like. We should be 

distracted from our proper end of action, if we were in the 

habit of falling into contemplation of the objects about us, 

instead of noting just enough to enable us to identify 
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let its form imprint itself upon my mind. Slowly I tecame 

aware of a quite new knowledge. I seemed to sense wfeat 

I can only call the ‘ physics ’ of that mug. Instead of merely 

seeing its shape and colour I felt what I described to 

myself as its ‘stresses and strains’, the pressures of its 

roundness and solidity and the table holding it up. TTiis 

sense did not come at once and I suppose it might never 

have come if I had not sat still and waited. But from this 

few minutes’ exercise on a tin mug I found a clue which 

eventually led me to understand what was the significance 

of many pictures, buildings, statues, which had before 

been meaningless.”^ 

The aesthetic attitude can be taken towards other 

objects than those of sense. In every sphere of life there 

are times when we become disinterested, either deli¬ 

berately or from force of circumstances, and attend to an 

object for its own sake. Thus, among the rough and ready 

judgments of character which serve our need in ordinary 

affairs, we may suddenly be brought face to face with a 

clear revelation of motive, fascinating us by its meanness 

or nobility, so that we view it for a while with a sort of 

artistic detachment, although some answering action is 

i^uired of us: here the aesthetic attitude alternates with 

the practical. In other cases it may alternate with the 

speculative. There are those, like Mr Bertrand Russell, 

who find in mathematics “ supreme beauty—a beauty cold 

and austere, like that of sculpture ”.2 Again, in the course 

of an argument proceeding step by step towards some 

philosophic height, we may pause to admire an idea for 

^ A Lifi qf Om*s Owm^ p. 91. 
* Mysticism md p. 
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itself alone, and forget to ask whether it will help us to 

mwnt higher. It has sometimes been claimed that a 

poetic insight or vision, going beyond the power of 

reason, is im'olved in the apprehension of philosophic 

truth. But I think this is due to a confusion. It is rather 

the case that emotional experience, as of a vision, super¬ 

venes on the apprehension, and seems to give to the 

apprehension itself a supra-rational quality. 

There is no need to multiply examples. In nearly 

every context there is a chance that the aesthetic attitude 

may arise and lead to the admiring perception of quality. 

Tlie admiring perception of ideas must enter deeply into 

the complex process whereby philosophic poetry is 

created, the admiring perception of motives into that 

which has its end in the creation of drama. 

How does the aesthetic attitude develop? I have already 

remarked that we pass easily to and fro between the 

aesthetic attitude and the intellectual. In the approach 

towards a complete aesthetic or contemplative experience, 

two unlike processes may often be detected. First, there 

is a response which flows out from us with so little 

striving on our part, that we seem to be passively sub¬ 

mitting ourselves to the influence of the work before us. 

&condly, there is a conscious effort of critical activity, 

sometimes very severe, breaking in upon the aesthetic 

attitude: we have to think, to analyse, tO' compare, 

sMfting our attention from point to point as we do in 

.practical pursuits, before w^e can both understand and 

aaept the intellectual and emotional implications of the 

work before us. So long as this critical activity continues, 

there is frequent reference backwards and forwards be- 
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tween ourselves aiid the work: there maj be comparison., 

too, with other works, and coiis,i€leration of the time .and 

circumstances in which it, and tliej, w^ere created. The 

flowi,ng response, on the other hand, i.ii which imagery, 

thought and emotion appear to be fused, develops serenely, 

and may continue to develop at a stage w^hen the critical 

activity has ceased to distract us, and we have been able 

to give ourse,lves up tO' contemplation. 

Contemplation may be qualified as admiring contein- 

plation, but the attitude is not that of judgment, for judg¬ 

ment implies a present awareness of the object as distinct 

from the experiencing subject. Yet it holds in solution the 

judgment or criticism., "This object is beautiful', or, more 

generally, "The contemplation of this otject yields sati^ 

faction'. If it were not for this latent criticism (crystal¬ 

lized only by reflection) and for the frequent reversion to 

an incipient critical attitude, we should be less clear and 

conscious in our enjoyments. When we sit en.thral.led tl' 

the performance of a tragedy, we. may withhold our 

applause until the fall of the curtain, and be annoyed with 

members of the audience who break in upon, a scene by 

dapping .an exit. This is because ^ we. do not want to, 

exchange the contemplative for the detmbped critical 

attitude at such a point as to hinder the progress of the 

former. But contemplative experience, in anything like 

'.its ideal purity, is only intermittent. Even if we know the 

tragedy well, so tliat we can surrender ourselves to its 

compulsion with little distraction of the intellect, we 

cannot be so immersed in it as not to stand apart now and 

then, if but for the fiash of a moment, to ask ourselves 'a 

question or pass judgment of appreciation. And these': 
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pauses help us to realize our experience. It is the same 

with any long poem. The intelligent reader of an epic has 

a less purely contemplative experience than the intelligent 

reader of a lyric. We may say that the experience is less 

purely poetic, but it is emphatically not implied that it is 

less valuable. 

I have been considering the aesthetic attitude, as it may 

arise at some point in the flow of our day-to-day experi¬ 

ence. ’'A’hen this happens, our attention is arrested. We 

escape from the forward push of action or speculation, and 

no longer look to the past with an exclusive eye for those 

memories which may help us in our next step. Imagery, 

thought and emotion, however useless in the ordinary 

sense, are allowed to flow in freely from their dark 

reservoirs. 

Thought for the morrow is the enemy of contemplation. 

And, as we should expect, the aesthetic attitude occurs 

most easily when we reflect on our yesterdays, in order 

(as we fondly say) to live the past over again, and not in 

order to lament our misuse of time or draw lessons for 

the future: for in such reflection there is no call to action. 

Aesthetic experience, then, as a product of leisure, rather 

assumes the aspect of a luxury, and it is a nice point how 

far Professor Lascelles Abercrombie is right in claiming 

that it is "the most primitive and fundamental thing in 

conscious life ”.i 

Part of the difficulty is that it seems impossible for 

introspection to diagnose the aesthetic attitude in its 

elementary beginnings. How can we say, when we 

1 Towards a Theory of Art, p. 14. 
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examine our nascent and fugitive attention, whether 

ai ulterior interest lurks in the background ? It is onljiln 

its fuller development that we can be sure of its nature. 

It is evident, of course, that the aesthetic attitude occurs 

in primitive peoples, but so do many other forms of 

conscious attention. The question is, Which has the 

priority ? On the one hand, the aesthetic attitude is that 

of attention unspecialized, not narrowed and tied down, 

like practical attention, by a utilitarian end or by the need 

of action. This consicierat,ion supports the claim to logical 
priority. 

On the other hand, when consciousness first appeared 

in this world of conflict and co-operation, it had a practical 

purpose to fulfil. It illumined a wmrld where the relations 

between things w^ere primarily relations of advantage and 

disadvantage, and the light it threw outside this sphere 

was more favourable to disordered dream than to any¬ 

thing so ordered as art. It may be then, so far as temporal 
priority goes, that the aesthetic experience is not the most 

primitive and fundamental thing. Consciousness wmuM 

seem to have been bom in chains, and w^e may surmise 

that it was a good while before it could w^in any degree 

of liberty and become, even by flashes, disinterested. 



Chapter X 

OBJECTIVE EXPERIENCE 

In this chapter I propose to deal with an important feature 

of the experience which develops from the aesthetic 

attitude. 
All experience is objective, in the sense that it involves 

a relation between subject and object, between self and 

the present content of consciousness. In this sense the 

aesthetic experience, when it reaches the level of contem¬ 

plation, is pre-eminently objective, inasmuch as its em¬ 

phasis is all on the object. Our absorption, when we 

contemplate, differs from the alert attention we give to 

a situation where a practical decision is required: here, 

by contrast, the self-regarding motive is absent, and there 

is nothing to redirect our eyes to ourselves. It differs, 

again, from the attention we give, e.g. to philosophy: in 

the pursuit of knowledge we may be selfless, but we are 

interested in the object of the moment for the sake of a 

further object at which we aim. 
Thus in aesthetic activity emphasis falls most on the 

object and least on the subject: in practical activity it is 

exactly the reverse, while in speculative activity, though 

there may be more emphasis on object than on subject, 

the main weight falls on the pursuit itself. The com- 

pa-ison may be roughly pictured thus: 

I interested in this (cxslhetic) 

I interested in this {pra£tical) 

I interested in this (speadative) 



Even more interesting is the case of the practical 

instincts. ''Oiir deepest instincts/' wites M. Charles 

Mauron, ''such as tlie sexual appetite or the desire for 

power, .are too strong not to vibrate on the least occasion. 

Everything serves them as a pretext for activity.. Hie 

inoin,eiit a sensation can suggest, .in Stendhal's phraM^, 

'a promise of happiness', that sensation .acquires the 

.character ^of a signal. Some of these signals oli- 

vious;,no one will be astonished that a naked Venus 

.should excite a sexual emotion in the spectator, cr 

tiiat. a patriot's soul should bC' stirred by the national 

.anfoem,"'® 

, As to the' former .instance., we .might reply that it 

depends on the Venus, remembering some modem styles 

in which the goddess is presented. In any case, if a 

spectator with a genuine feeling for sculpture is, and con¬ 

tinues to be, distracted by the appeal to sex, we may sus¬ 

pect the artistic merit of the work. .It is the same witii 

^ D. B. Wyndham Lewis and Charles Lee, Tke Stuffed OmL 
Am Amtkoi^ of Bad Ferse^ p. 197. 

* AiStketks md PsycM!^, p. 56. 
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poetry: there are endless degrees of variation in, the 

sexual basis, and in the extent to which sensuality is 

transcended. The question that concems us here is, of 

course, one of aesthetics, not of morality. In so far as 

the emotion given by a poem is ultimately sensual—as 

distinct from sensuous and passionate—it fails to be 

contemplative and fails to be poetic. 

It would be easy to give examples of this aesthetic 

failure. We might take a frankly physical poem, of the 

seventeenth century, or—^far less healthy—one of those 

poems of the eighteen-nineties which sought to enlarge 

the subject-matter of poetry by dragging in "the music- 

hall, the harlot’s house, the artificial paradise of drugs, 

and drinkThe decadents, in the name of "art for art’s 

sake’, were in conscious revolt against the intrusion of 

morals. Their indulgence of the senses is, for that very 

reason, haunted by the ghost of morality and made doubly 

distracting. ^ 

In fact, the disciple of pure art and the moralist may 

fall into very much the same snare. In The Faerie Qmene^ 

for example, the tale of Sir Guyon’s encounter with "two 

naked Damzelles ’ is distracting both because it is a moral 

tale, and also because it is sensual, Spenser gives a lovely 

and elaborate picture of their charms: 

The whiles their snowy Imbes^ as through a mle^ 

So through the Chris tall waves appeared plaine: 

Then suddeinly both would themselves nnhele^ 

And tVamarom sweet spoiles to greedy eyes remle^ 

^ A. J. A, Symons, Introduction to An Anthohgy of*Nmetks* 
Fme^ n. xx. ■ 
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A$ tkatfaire Starre^ the messenger of m^rm, 

His deawy face out of the sea doth reare: 

Or as the C}3)riaii goddesse^ nezL^Iy borne 

Of tP Oceans fruitfuU froth, didfrst appeare: 

Such seemed they, md so their yelhzv heare 

Chrisialiine humour dropped dozime apace. 

Whom, such zchen Guyon saw, he drezv Mm neare, 

And somewhat gan relent Ms earnest pace, 

His stubborne brest gmi secret pkasamice to embrme. 

There are three stanzas more to the episode, and two of 

tibem close in the same way, by relating the beauty of the 

bathers to Guyon's kindling lust. It is lovely verse, but 

it is unfairly brought back from the sensuous to the sensual, 

from the aesthetic to the practical, and, because it so 

alternates, it is not complete or tmmixed poetry. , 

It is the moral that does the mischief. Compare the 

Epithalamion, which is joyously innoc^t of such pre^ 

occupation: 

Behold how goodly myfaire Ij)ve does ly 

In proud humility; 

Like umto Maia, when m lom her tooke, 

: In Temp, lying on the fomry ,grm, . 

. Twixt sl^m md wake, cfter she wemj wm, 

^'■'Witk kdMng in ilm AcidalmM Irooke.: 

P ,Nmn M is ^ ye dsmmk goMy , . 

■ Amd Mem Imm Mom, 

And kam likewiseyow former lay to sing: 

v; The woods m more skal mswere, mr yow echo ring. 

That is not sensual—^it is poetry of the delighted senses, 

and poetry Arough and through. 
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It remains that the complete aesthetic experience is 

on§, of contemplation, in which we are not distracted 

towards the practical (whether it be by a ‘promise of 

happiness’ or an insistence on moral duty), or towards 

the speculative (in which term I include all sorts of humble 

activities of the restless intelligence). The object of con¬ 

templation is the highly complex and unified content of 

consciousness, which comes into being through the 

developing subjective attitude of the percipient. It is 

possible that we should look here for light on the old 

a»flict betw'een the subjective and objective theories of 

beauty. In part, it is a verbal matter. When we admire a 

work of art, what we directly admire is the object of our 

aesthetic or contemplative experience. On the other hand, 

when we reflect, what we recognize as the cause of our 

aesthetic experience is a self-existent object, which, 

unless we are out and out idealists, we believe to exist 

outside us, an object with wMch we are brought into 

Mind, external contact. We cannot admire that object in 

itself, since it does not enter into consciousness, but we 

can admire the power which we coiicei¥e it to have of 

originating in us the aesthetic experience. 

: , To which object of our admiration, then, shall we give 

the name beauty ? To the object of our. aesthetic ex- 

|«rieiice, or to the power of the external object to beget , 

in us that experience ? Professor Ross casts his vote for 

the latter. “The view to which I find myself driven/' he 

writes, “in the attempt to avoid the difficulties that teset 

both a purely objective and a purely subjective view, is, 

one which identifies beauty with the power of producing a 

certain sort of experience in minds, die sort of experience 
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This objective aspect of the experience is something 

totally distinct from the notion that beauty exists outsid 

us,. Dr Santayana attributes high importance to 

^ Tke Right md The Goaf, p. 127, 

■ 



illy absurd notion \ wiiicli^ in spite of its absurdity, 

:eii.tly colours our views. Beauty”, he writes, 

1 emotional element, a pleasure of ours, which 

heless we regard as a quality of things ^ and this 

ficatioii he regards as the differentia of aesthetic 

re. It seems to me, however, that the important 

for aesthetic theory is not the illusory notion of a 

fill external object; it is rather the objective aspect, 

ch there is no illusion, of the experience itself, 

tsider what this objectivity implies. It implies a 

ex whole of exfMsrience, so ordered that the self is 

t to be absorbed in it: a whole, the delicate organiza- 

i which, however variously interpreted, has been 

stressed by different schools of aesthetic theory, 

auron, in his admirable Aesthetics and Psychology, 

of aesthetic organization as yielding a pure delight 

Intelligence.® But I think that his treatment, though 

mating, is in this respect too intellectual, too narrow, 

ubt the artist's process of organizing his material is 

intellectual and is accompanied by intellectual plea- 

Jut the resulting organization, the being organized— 

should delight him more^—^radiates through all the 

Its of experience, sensibility, emotion, memory, 

on. To be organized well is a primary need of life: 

ciple could be more universal: and, in the sphere of 

MS experience, the harmonious order of our facul- 

>es far towards constituting our delight in art, in 

, in tragedy—our deepest emotional satisfactions. 

^ Tki Seme qf Eemty, Part i, § 10. 
» Aesikiiks md Psychology, p. 44. 



Chapter XI 

POETIC AND ORDINARY EXPERIENCE- 

the difference 

Poetry is often asked to perform other tasks than that 

of pure ministry to the imagination. Let me give an 

example. Speaking in September 1935, at Cambrid<re 

Sir Richard Gregory is reported in The Times to h^i'e 

(xmiplamed that it could not be said that the intellectual 

horizon of poets generally had been extended by advances 

in modern science. He concluded his address with 

‘a strong appeal for the creation of a new school of poets 

of science who will employ their genius to interpret 

saentific truths with accuracy and charm’. Within a week 

Sir hVancis Younghusband was writing to The Times 

to say that the Religious Drama Society was eagerly 

a wai ti ng the appearance of dramas from living poets who, 

according to the Bishop of Chichester, were ready to use 

thi'ir poetic art ‘under the auspices of the Church for the 

renewal and inspiration of their fellows’. There was no 

poet in sight, he complained, who would ‘do for the 

religious drama what Shakespeare did for the more 

sec.iilar drama’: in England there was a lack of great 

religious dramas, “and the supplying of that lack is one 

of the supreme needs of the time”. 

''Fhe poet, it may be supposed, like David Garrick in 

the picture by Reynolds between the figures of Tragedy 

and Comedy, ought to feel flattered by these rival, though 

inde])endcnt, appeals from Science on the one hand and 

Religion on the other. But no: he will be prompted, 
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rather, to ironical comment. Does Sir Richard really 

tWiik that it can be the work of a serious creative artist 

*to interpret scientific truths with accuracy and charm"? 

Have prose-writers proved their incompetence in the 

useful task of popularizing science ?' It is good that the 

intellectual horizon of the poet should be extended by 

science, and that scientific themes should stir his imagina¬ 

tion. It is good also that the mind of the scientist should 

be enlarged and liberated by the imaginative experience 

which poetry offers. But let the scientist come to the poet, 

not for the reflection of science, but for poetry: for the 

spirit not of these lines, doubtless accurate, addressed to 

PkdaSy a shell-fish: 

Gracefully striate is thy shelly 

Transverse and Imgitudinal, 

And delicately fair ; 

but rather of tiese: 

Strong is ike Hm—dike a cmd 

His iyeball—like a brniion^s mole 

His chest against the fxs: 

Hie first quotation is from Ckmcholigyy by Sarah.,Hoare 

(published in 18S l), while the second is from Christopher 

Smurfs SoMg to David, 

And now for the Religious Drama Society. Does it ask 
the poets for great drama, because Church people or 

others are athirst for poetry ? I can hardly believe it. In 

Ais age w^hen poetry is so neglected, it is all very well to 

that there is no second Shakespeare in sight. 

: audience of to-day, indeed, deserves, such peltry, 

as Mr T. S. Eliot has given it? Let Aere be gratitude for 
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this. And, so far as the poet is being asked to supply not 5 

a poetic but a religious need, let the Society lay to heart ’ 

the wisdom of A. C. Bradley. “ Poetry may have also an 5 

ulterior value as a means to culture or religion; because 

it conveys instruction or softens the passions, or furthers * 

a good cause... .So much the better: let it be valued for - 

these reasons too. But its ulterior worth neither is nor | 

can directly determine its poetic worth as a satisfying 
imaginative experience.”^ 

ITiese sentences are taken from Poetry for Poetry's 

Sake, Bradley’s inaugural lecture as Professor of Poetry j 

at Oxford in 1901. They and their immediate context were 

attacked, twenty years later, by Dr Richards, and I propose 

to consider the two sides to the argument. The debate is ' 

of central importance, raising in its widest form the 

question suggested by the words of Sir Richard Gregory : 

and Sir Francis Younghusband, namely, the place of 

poetry in tlie whole scheme of things. ' 

There are four points against which Dr Richards i 

directs his attack, and the fourth being the key position, | 

I will proceed to examine it first. Bradley says of poetry | j 
that “its nature is to be not a part, nor yet a copy, of the 

real world (as we commonly understand that phrase), but 

to be a world by itself, independent, complete, autono¬ 

mous; and to possess it fully, you must enter that world, 

conform to its laws, and ignore for the time the beliefs, 

aims, and particular conditions which belong to you in 

the other world of reality.”® ■ 
Dr Richards objects to a severance set up by this 

doctiine between poetry and life. Bradley anticipated 

1 Oxford Lectures on Poetry, pp. 4i~S. * Ibid. p. 6, 
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siicli an objection, and hoped to meet it by conceding that 

'Uhere is plenty of connection between life and poetry, 

but it is, so to say, a connection underground... they have 

different kinds of existenceDr Richards, however, 

protests that the so-called underground connection is all- 

important*—*%vliatev€r there is in the poetic experience 

has come through it ”.2^ 

Let us first try to be clear what we mean by the two 

terms of the comparison, 'poetry' and 'life'. The first 

term has sometimes been used in a very wide sense; for 

example, as Bradley observes, the poetry which Shelley 

defends is '"the whole creative imagination with all its 

products.... And everyone, Shelley would say, who, per¬ 

ceiving the beauty of an imagined virtue or deed, trans¬ 

lates the image into a fact, is so far a poet. For all these 

things come f^om imagination/'® Such an eccentric use 

of language can hardly fail to result in confusion. For¬ 

tunately it is not followed by Bradley or by Dr Richards, 

When they speak of poetry, they refer only to experience 

which we get through the written word, read silently or 

aloud. It does not matter for the present purpose that 

some of the examples given by Dr Richards are drawn 

from imaginative prose and not from verse. 

But when this kind of experience is related to Tife’, 

what do we mean by the second term? Bradley is explicit 

enough. He is comparing poetic experience with experi¬ 

ence that is' real' in the sense that it “ touches us as beings 

occupying a given position in space and time, and having 

feelings, desires and puiposes due to that position",'^ 

1 Oxford lAoimres on Poetry, p. 5. * P.L,C. p, 78. 
» OX.P. p. 155. * Ibid. p. 6. 
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severance can be admitted between the world of poetry 

awl the 'rest of the world', since the rest of the world 

incliicles such experiences. All this is admirable, but it 

does not in any way controvert Bradley’s thesis. For 

Bradley is contrasting the world of poetry, not with other 

aesthetic ex^perience, nor with a world containing it, but 

with the real world that touches us practically ' as beings 

occupying a given position in space and time, and having 

feelings, desires and purposes due to that position . If 

Dr Richards is to overthrow Bradley's view, he must 

show that poetry has no "different reality' from 'ordinary 

experiences of the street or hillside'. The conflict, then, 

is narrowed down to this point. 
Let us see wdiat distinctions, short of a 'different 

reality', are allowed by Dr Richards between poetry and 

ordinary experience. He recognizes that here it is not 

simply a matter of tlie experience being, or not being, 

comniuiiicable: it goes deeper than that, for the poetic 

experience is 'more highly md more delicately or¬ 

ganized b So, he would agree, is all aesthetic experience, 

including such a moment in the poet's day to day life as 

he vividly suggests in another context. "The wheeling 

of the pigeons in Trafalgar Square”, he writes, "may 

seem to have no relation to the colour of the water in the 

basins, or to the tones of a speaker's voice or to the drift 

of his remarks. A narrow^ field of stimulation is all that 

we can manage, and we overlook the rest. But the artist 

does not, and when he needs it, he has it at his disposal.”^ 

True, the civil servant or business man is not likely to 

register and coirelate such impressions. He may be 

1 PX.C. p. 185. 
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mcapable of doing so, or, though genuinely imaginative 

utohall or the City, his experience will probably be 

very d.fFerent. But of what nature is the difference? For 

Richards it is not qualitative: the higher and more 

delicate organization of the poetic or aesthetic experience 

“ of the sL^ful 
tivi J of a greater number of impulses—in a word 

guantitatme superiority, 

TS U of great interest, and we 

xt abT?' physiologist, with due respel 
The ability of the poet in Trafalgar Square to harmonize 

IZTl ^f-P-I-groupHhan the Philis^S 
may taken as well established. But Bradley is con- 

^^member, with conscious experience 

loritl fof identifying with its physiol 
logical ground or accompaniment. WTiat matters from 

his point ofview is the different 

and feeling does not have to be deduced from the physica 

un ^' If he can’t keep it 
UsIm comparatively rich and harmonious; 
his mmd keeps open house to diverse impressions wel- 

^mmg them for their oum sake. In the experience of the 

hihstme. on the other hand—or, let us sav, in the 

ordinary experience of the street-there is Adrift of 

va^e, uncoordmated, surface impressions, with a broken 

^^rcumnt, it may be. of reflection on business pro- 

bW There is no veiy wide severance between the 

experience of the poet, and the experience to be gahi^i 
by readmg, for example, an ode of Keats: but b 
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ariy we must consiaer cnoice. Here again, 

cli the pages of Dr Richards, we find that he ^ 

S certain distinctions. He recognizes that 

riptioii or the theatrical presentation of a mure 

ffereiit effect upon us from that which woi 

produced by most (sk) actual murders if they took place 

before Here, too, we must ask of what nature is 

diflerence. For Dr Richards it is only a speci,; 

the general difference between experiences m; 

less and of a greater number of impulses whic 

CO DC orougni into cooramation wim one anomer 
The ne-ed for action, e.g. where an actual murder is 

he nature of an experience, preventing its full 

P.L.C. p. 110. » Ibid. p. 110. 

w 
■ 
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development. Un tlie other ha 
the working out of impulses usu 

imaginar action, standing to overt action, ‘much as ar 
image stands to a sensation’. We are not required to take 

sides and interfere with the stage presentation of murdei 
in Macbeth or The Duchess of Malfi. Consequently, the 
complex elements of the response may be fully and 
harmoniously developed. Once again, tlien, the difference 
between the poetic experience and the ordinary experien« 
IS purely quantitative: in practical affairs “the range and 
complexity of the impulse-systems involved is less”.! 

Where, we may ask, do the moral values come iai 
Dr Richards has not forgotten them. But the basis of 
morality, according to his view, is simply 'the effort to 
ittam maximum satisfaction [;of impulses;] through co- 
lierent systematization’.® Thp i.:_i__^ 

-- X.. XXXXXX.X.; Appear mat moral values are less 
completely attained in ordinary experience, where action 
requires a choice between discordant alternatives, than 
m poetic experience, with its imaginal action in which 
discords are reconciled. It is claimed that the experiences 
which the arts offer “are not incomplete; they might 
better be described as ordinary experiences completed ’’: ® 
and again that “they are the most formative of ex¬ 
periences, because in them the development and system¬ 
atization of our impulses goes to the fiirthest lengths 

* i*.lx. C. p. 237. 
" * Ibid, p. 233, * IMd. p. 237, 



will not do. Dr Richards betrays a wuure 

i understand the sphere and nature of inora va ues, 
insistent with his repudiation, in the name of psychology, 
f ‘ethical lumber’.! For morality is eminently concerned 

■dth the question how men behave, and how they should 

ehave, in the real or ordinary world where their person 

^terests, advantages, etc., are touched, as they arenot touched 

s the arts. The response, in the real world, is mcomplete 
vithout overt action. Action may be of the crudely 
nuscular type, e.g. in grappling with a murderer (which 
s presumably the right response, except m those un¬ 
specified cases where the enactment of the murder would 
nerely atfect us in tlie same way as a description or 
theatrical presentation!); or it may be less conspicuous y 

physical, though still overt, as in a spoken or 
order through which a decision becomes effective We 
have to take such action, not only in order to deal with 
situations as they arise, but also in order to bmld up a 
character of any strength. The poetic and the moral 
spheres are quite distinct from each other. The ^ehc 
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of the orchestra—may be a source, not of weakness, but 

of strength. The ordinary moral experience is formative 

not through acceptance, but through rejection and choice. 

It is vain, then, to stress the superiority of imaginal 

action and to exalt the poet or other artist to a moral 

throne. The superiority of imaginal action is valid, within 

limits, in the aesthetic and intellectual spheres. Our 

response to a play, for example, should not be like that 

of the audience watching a duel in Daumier’s vivid and 

caustic painting Le Drame. One of the duellists has fallen, 

light streams on the distracted woman who has doubtless 

caused his death, and the mob of sj>ectators with their 

scowling and passionate faces look as though they would 
storm the stage. 

But, in the distinctively moral sphere, imaginal action 

is not enough. Let me quote that refreshing psychologist 

who can never be quite out of date, William James. 

“There is", he roundly declares, “no more contemptible 

type of human character than that of the nerveless senti¬ 

mentalist and dreamer, who spends his life in a weltering 

sea of sensibility and emotion, but who never does a manly 

concrete deed. Rousseau, inflaming all the motherc of 

France, by his eloquent*, to follow Nature and nurse their 

babies themselves, while he sends his own children to the 

foundling hospital, is the classical example of what I 

mean.”i Rousseau, in short, was content in this instance 

with imaginal action. 

The poet, or other artist, can achieve in his creative 

work a satisfying harmony both for himself and, in 

difierent degrees, for those who appreciate his work. 

^ Frindp'ks qf PsjcM(^y, voi. i, p. 1£S. 
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But itls a confusion of thought to locate the highest moral 

value in such a liarmom-, however many elements or im- 

pulst s it may reconcile. T!ie man who can attain it, in the 

degree tliat an artist can, is the less likely to be impelled 

to seek balance and satisfaction elsewhere, in the active 

pursuance of a moral or religious ideal. The individual 

artist may be a model of virtue. But much sickening cant 

is talked, in a general way, about the moral superiority of 

the artist, or (where his behaviour makes that thesis 

difficult to maintain) of his superiority to morals.^ 

I have admitted that in ordinary experience the range 

and complexity' of elements is less than in poetic ex- 

l^rieiice: at the same time I have contended that this 

eoinparative narrowness or simplicity may itself be a 

condition of moral effectiveness and strength. This moral 

effa^tiveness is not explained by Dr Richards, who regards 

the basis of morality as the satisfaction of the greatest 

possible complex of impulses. Nor does Dr Richards 

explain the quality and strength of feeling in ordinary 

experience. Things that affect us 'as beings occupying 

a given position in space and time" come home to us 

, differently from the contemplative experience of poetry. 

The poetic experience has less of w4at Bradley calls 

more clarity, but less violence. As Miss E. M. 

Bartlett has expressed it, 'The cutting off of emotion from 

its natural expression in action does not in this case, as 

when it is baulked of its goal by outward opposition, 

result in a piling-up of tension, but leads to a different 

tviiy of feeling, w^hich is at the same time both weaker and 

clearer. It may be expressed as knowing what it is to feel 

anger or fear rather than being actually moved by the one 
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Here we have—what is all-important to Dr Richards 

a*^reater quantity of impulses, giving, as a mere incident, 

fuller coiisciousiiess. But surely we also have something 

of greater moment, something qualitative, a different ojoy 
of feeling", a wav of feeling so different as to illustrate, no 

less effectively than more solemn examples, the contrast 

in kind betw’een poetry and life, when by life' is meant 

ordinary—^real, as distinct from imaginative—experience. 



POETIC AND ORDINARY EXPERIENCE: 

THE CONNECTION 

So far, I think, Bradley’s doctrine stands the test of 

criticism. But, while we have confirmed the existence of 

a qualitative contrast between poetic experience and 

ordinary experience, we have yet to vindicate the de¬ 

scription of the tvm worlds as ha\dng no more than an 

’underground’ connection. There is such a thing as 

didactic poetry, with moral lessons; and again, satirical 

poetry, often intended to inflict personal wounds. To 

which world do these belong.? Is it possible that the 

distinction between these worlds is too abstract—<-ha» 

they are, in fact, closely intermingled, not only in specirf 

classes of poetry, but in every kind ? 

In order to answer this question, we may consider the 

first three points in Bradley’s exposition which are 

attacked by Dr Richards. The passage containir^ them 

is as follows: 

“What then does the formula ‘Poetry for Poetry’s 

Sake’ tell us about this experience? It says, as I under¬ 

stand it, these things. First, this experience is an end in 

itself, is worth having on its own account, has an intrinsic 

TOlue. Next, itsj^fic value is this intrinsic worth alone. 

Poetry may have also an ulterior value as a means to 

culture and religion; because it conveys instructicm of 

softens the passions, or furthers a good cause; because it 

brings the poet fame, or money, or a quiet conscience. 

So much the better: let it be valued for tliese reasons too. 
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But its ulterior worth neither is nor can directly determine 

fts poetic worth as a satisfying imaginative experience; 

and this is to be judged entirely from within... .The 

consideration of ulterior ends^ whether by the poet in the 

act of composing or by the reader in the act of ex¬ 

periencing, tends to lower poetic value. It does so because 

it tends to change the nature of poetry by taking it out 

of its own atmosphere/'^ 
The first of the points taken by Dr Richards as 'well 

worth dose consideration* relates to the examples of 

ulterior ends. It is ' certain he tells us, that the relation 

of culture, religion, instruction, etc., to the poetic 

experience is quite different from that of the poet's fame, 

etc. It is not only certain, it is obvious, and we cannot 

suppose that Bradley was unaware of it. But they are, 

all of them, possible ulterior ends, and in Bradley's view 

they are all alike in tins one negative respect, that none 

of tliern can directly determine the pmtic value of poetry 

' as a satisfying imaginative experience h In Dr Richards* 

view some of them, culture, religion, instruction, etc., 

'may be directly concerned in our jEdgments of tiiepoetic 

values of experiences', while the poet's fame, etc., are 

iirelevmt.* A difference of view emerges—^that is all. 

Dr Richards is mistaken if (as seems to be the case) he is 

suggesting for our 'close consideration' that Bradley's 

examples betray confusion of thought. 

The second point taken against Bradley is that, as a 

rule, we judge imaginative experience not 'entirely from 

'aithinh but from outside the experience, "by memory 

or by other residual effects, which we learn to be good 

^ Oxford l^dvres « Fmiry\ pp. 4-5, ® FX.€. pp. 74-5. 

7-a 
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indices to its value. If by judging it in the experience we 

mean merely while these residual effects are fresh, 

may agree.”^ It seems plain that this is far from being 

all that Bradley means. He means, surely, that the 

experience is to be judged as from within. Analysis 

inevitably breaks up the wholeness of experience. The 

experience is to be judged as far as possible in its un¬ 

analysed wholeness, which the critic must attempt to 

recapture in memory, no doubt while his memory is fresh. 

And if the value of one experience is to be compared with 

that of another, it should be by reference to the whole 

feeling of each in consciousness. 

Dr Richards goes on to say that, in judging the 

experience while its residual effects are fresh, we cannot 

evaluate it without taking into account its place in life 

'and with it innumerable ulterior worths’.* The truth 

of tills assertion is by no means self-evident. Rather it 

depends on our general point of view; certainly, if we 

agree with Dr Richards that the difference between the 

imaginative experience of poetry and ordinary experience 

can be wholly resolved into a difference in the quantity 

of impulses engaged, we shall add up all the ulterior 

worths we can in our valuation of poetry; if, on the other 

hand, we hold with Bradley that the difference between 

the two experiences is a difference in kind, we shall judge 

the poetic worth of poetry as from within, and in scrupu¬ 

lous isolation from the effects, good or bad, that may be 

carried over fitim it into ordinary life. 
“The third point”—^it is desirable here to quote at 

greater length—“arises with regard to Dr Bradiej'’s 

1 P.L.C. p. 75. * IMd. p. 75. 
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third Volition, that the consideration of ulterior ends, 

•whether by the poet in the act of composing, or by the 

reader in tire act of experiencing, tends to lower poetic 

value. Here all depends upon -which are the ulterior ends 

in question, and what the kind of poetry. It will not be 

denied that for some kinds of poetry the intrusion of 

certain ulterior ends may, and often does, lower their 

value; but there seem plainly to be other kinds of poetry 

in which its value as poetry definitely and directly depends 

upon the ulterior ends involved. Consider the Psalms, 

Isaiah, the New Testament, Dante, the Pilgrim’s Progrm, 

Rabelais, any really universal satire, Swift, Voltaire, 

Byron. 
“In all these cases the consideration of ulterior ends 

has been certainly essential to the act of composing. That 

needs no arguing; but, equally, this consideration of the 

ulterior ends involved is inevitable to the reader.”^ 

Dr Richards cites The Ancient Mariner and Hartleap 

Well as cases where the consideration of ulterior ends by 

the reader does tend to lower poetic value, for the reason 

that ulterior ends do not really enter into eitlrer poem. 

He suggests that we may agree with Bradley, so far as 

he is merely enforcing his point in relation to such cases. 

“But”, he continues, “he fails to notice—it is only fair 

to say that few critics seem ever to notice it—that poetry 

is of more than one kind, and that the different kinds are 

to be judged by different principles-Dr Bradley is 

misled by the usual delusion that there is in this respect 

only one kind of poetry, into saying far more than the 

facts of poetic experience will justify.”® 

1 P.L.C. M). 75-«. * JMd. p. T7. 
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Now it seems to me that Dr Richards is much toa ready 

to attribute blindness to Bradley. Let us note Bradley V 

exact words: they relate to the poet ‘in the act of com¬ 

posing’ and the ‘reader in the act of experiencing'. 

A great deal precedes the act of composing, and is 

essential to it, as a preliminary. The poet, like other 

people, is bound to consider moral values in his day to 

day life. He will form opinions, and perhaps argue about 

them; feel emotions, and perhaps translate them into 

action. Opinion and feeling may even combine into a 

passionate philosophy, with which he may, in season and 

out of season, plague his friends. But if he is to write a 

philosophic poem, the philosophy must have entered 

deeply into his imaginative life, and become an object of 

contemplation, before he sets himself to the final act of 

composing. If, while he is in the act of composing, 

contemplation fails Mm, and he addresses himself directly 

to the propagation of his views—an end ulterior to the 

imaginative experience of poetry—his work is almost 

certain to be taken out of its proper atmosphere, and to 

lose in poetic value. 

It needs no arguing that in the case, say, of T& 

Pilgrim’s Progress, long consideration of moral values 

was essential, as a preliminary, to the act of composing. 

But the poetic value of the book is greatest in passages 

where the moral purpose, though always present, loses 

separate existence in the sharp and urgent vision: pass¬ 

ages where Bunyan, in the act of composing, was too much 

concentrated on the object of imagination to consider 

the moral end ulterior to it. Conversely, the poetic value 

sufiers where the moral purpose asserts its independence. 
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Ai'|! so with all w\)rk where ulterior values are promi¬ 

nent and active. Such work belongs to the world of 

poetry, so far as it speaks to the contemplative imagina¬ 

tion. It may, in particular cases, have a doubtful claim, 

or no claim at all, to citizenship of that world. Satire, for 

example, if it is merely personal and spiteful, belongs to 

the real world, unless there is a special limbo set aside for 

verse that is not poetr}^ In other cases, the work may 

have a clear title to double citizenship. It may be at home 

in the poetic world, and yet its moral or religious im¬ 

portance may be as great or greater. And, of course, the 

relative importance of the poetic and other values may 

change very much with time, aS'—to take an obvious 

example—ill the case of Dante, 

Truly, as Dr Richards w^ouH have us notice, poetry is 

of more than one kind: but the different kinds are to be 

judged on one plane, i.e. by the single test of imaginative 

experience. Compare the poetic worth of a psalm,, for 

example Tke iMrd is my Sk^kerd^ with that of Herrick's 

Whmm im silks myyulmgms.. We need not trouble'about 

.any, ulterior values, in our delight .with the latter poem. 

The psalm, on the other hand, obviously has such values. 

It springs from a soil into which a beatific ..mood, of trust¬ 

fulness and worship has sunk deep. Out of the soil, so 

impregnated, comes—^as it could come from no other— 

the imaginative experience created through the original 

words of the psalm, and created anew fhrougli the words 

■: of the English traaislation. That experience would have 

teen impossible but for consideration by the psalmist, 

before the act of composing, of the divine comfort and 

mercy: but its poetic worth is selfless, purely contem- 
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plative, and quite distinct from the happy dependei^e on * 

divine comfort which the words may bring to the reader** ; 

as an ulterior value. To compare the poetic worth of the ! 

psalm with that of Herrick’s lines, we must exclude its ■ 
ulterior value, as such. This is difficult: for the same f 

reason it is difficult to compare the poetic worth of f 
Vaughan’s They are all gone into the world of Light! with 

that of Keats’ Ode to Autumn. But the task of comparison 

would be still more difficult, if we had to compare the 

imaginative plus the ulterior moral and religious values 

of Vaughan’s poem with the purely imaginative value of 

the Ode. The critic who follows Bradley will not have to 

face so vast an enterprise, with its valuation of all values. 

Bradley is, of course, quite aware that there are different 

kinds of poetry, and that moral purpose has sunk deep 

into the soil from which some kinds spring. And so he 

writes that “Shakespeare’s knowledge or his moral in¬ 

sight, Milton’s greatness of soul, Shelley’s ‘ hate of hate ’ 

and Tove of love’, and that desire to help men or make 

them happier whidi may have influenced a poet in hours 

of meditation—all these have, as such, no poetical worth: 

they have that worth only when, passing through the 

unity of the poet’s being, they reappear as qualities of 

imagination, and then are indeed mighty powers in the 

world of poetry.’’^ 

The case of the reader is parallel to that of the poet. 

Where, as in the examples cited by Dr Richards, ulterior 

values are involved, it may be agreed that their considera¬ 

tion is inevitable; but, once again, only as a preliminary. 

The reader must consider the ulterior values, in such a 

1 O.JL.P. p. 7. 
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way as understand them, and to aa-ept them, if he can, 

fer'the sake of the experience which the poem offers. This 

consideration will have to take place during and between 

a number of imperfect acts of experiencing. The poetic 

value of those early, preliminary experiences will, m any 

case, be defective owing to the lack of a complete under¬ 

standing, and the attempt to understand may still further 

lower it by distracting the reader from the poem’s 

sensuous appeal. 
It is possible tliat the attempt may never succeed. The 

vert virtues of the reader may hinder him. The mature 

thinker may find himself repelled, as Mr Eliot confesses 

himself to be, by the adolescent thought of Shelley, and 

the result may be a failure to enter into his poetry. And 

tlie reader who has a ner\'e exquisitely sensitive to pain 

in the world may be driven, like Alice Meynell, to take 

the moral of The Ancient Mariner too seriously, as Dr 

Richards convicts her of doing and his enjoyment may 

continue to be troubled. Tliese things are largely a matter 

of the mental and emotional make-up of the individual. 

Many obstacles to full appreciation may, however, be 

overcome by good will and the effort of sympathy. More¬ 

over, consideration of the structure of a poem, that is to 

say, of the part played in it by various components, may 

cause the offending feature to sink into the background, 

and the perspective may thus be entirely altered. On this 

point Dr Richards gives useful and much-needed advice. 

If the attempt at understanding is finally successful, it 

will have been abundantly worth while. For the reader 

will now be in a position to enjoy, without distraction, 

yF.L.C. p. 76. 
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the full imaginative experience of the poem, ign«#ing for 

the time the beliefs, aims and particular conditions’ 

which belong to him ‘in the other world of reality’. He 

will be in a position to enter into the world of poetry airi 

‘possess it fully’. This last will be the full act of ex¬ 

periencing, which the critic must endeavour to recapture 

in judging, as from within, the poem’s poetic worth. It 

is quite wrong to suppose that Bradley gives any coun¬ 

tenance to the sickly idea, rightly contemned by Dr 

Richards, that there is a pure aesthetic approach to 

profound poetry. What he says is concerned, not with 

the approach to poetic experience, but with the final 

destination, the self-rewarding act. The distinction is 

overlooked by Dr Richards in his attack on Bradley’s 
third position, but it is of vital importance. 

Bradley admits that the contemplative imagination, to 

which alone poetry speaks, is ‘saturated with the results 

of “ real ” experience ’: ^ that is to say, in terms of another 

metaphor, he does not deny the abundance of traffic on 

the way of approach that connects life and poetry. But 

the connection may not ineptly be pictured as ‘under¬ 

ground ’: for whatever passes through it into the poetic 

world suffers a deep change in passing. It is emancipated 

from the laws of the real world, to win the freedom of a 

world‘independent, complete, autonomous’. 

^ O.L.P. p. 7. 



Chapter XIII 
♦ 

CREATION OF EXPERIENCE 

D^nition of a Poet 

An artist is one who, th-ough the imposition of form m ks 

particular material, creates for himself, and potentially for 

others, a unified contemplative experience, highly objective m 

character: a poet is one zcko, through the metrical arrangement 

of wards, creates an experience of this kind; and a metrical 

arransrement of zvords having such an effect^ ts a poem. ^ 

WTiat is meant by a ‘ unified contemplative experience 

will, I hope, have been made clear in Chapter ix. whie 

Chapter x explains what is meant by calling it ig J 
objective in characterWhen I say that the poet ' creates , 

I imply that his true work, like that of other artists, is to 

make,'not to express or communicate. TMs part of the 

definition will now be considered. 
As a minor matter, it will be observed that the writer 

of poetic or strongly rhythmical prose faUs within the 

genus artist, but not within the species poet. Further, 

consistently with my practice throughout I give the name 

'poem’, not to the experience (although that is the end- 

all of poetry), but to the words through which the ex¬ 

perience is created; this popular usage is much the most 

convenient, and on the whole makes for clarity. 
Creation as distinct from Communication. The question 

we have to face is the kind of relationship which exists 

between the final experience given by a poem and the 

relevant earlier experience of the poet. TTiere is always 

an essential diflterence. The value of the final experience 
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lies in an activity of the mind which is aroused Arough 

the sound, etc., and the meaning of words (particular 

words in a particular metrical arrangement), and which 

is dependent upon those words, no less for the poet than 

for his reader. This is value. The earlier experience, 

on the other hand, seeks a development in words which | 

as yet it lacks; it may have value, and even, in particular I 
cases, a value exceeding that of the final experience, but j 

it has not a strictly poetic value. And we shall see that ! 

the poetic value cannot be simply the expression or j 

communication of the non-poetic. j 

A possible misunderstanding had better be cleared out ! 

of the way at once. An emotion, a thought or a system ! 

of thought in an abstract sense, that is to say, abstracted j 

from the context of the poet's experience (crystallized j 

out of its flow), can be expressed and communicated in 

a poem, in the sense that it can also be abstracted from the j 

experience which the poem creates. In this sense the 

work of some contemporary poets can be said to express 

a belief in Communism. But poetry, although it may 

possibly be a persuasive vehicle for such expression, is 

in its essential nature concerned with something entirely | 

difierent, namely imaginative experience in all its con- 1 
creteness. And so the question we have to consider is 

whether the final experience, as a concrete whole, im- j 

parted through a poem, is the communication of an earlier 

experience, again as a concrete whole. 

To what earlier experience can we most hopefully 

look? Not, I think, even in the case of a nature-poem, to 
the original sensations, to the moment when the lark was 

heard or the rainbow seen; for these moments, however 
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imDress%e at the time, have been plunged in the uncon- - 
their in,as.s after submitting to a 

have been drawn up by memory mto a new context. 

Lther. it would seem, we should look to that active state 

Lriched by memory, which impels the poet to wite that 

exFrience' (if such can be found) which he takes and keeps 

Jore him! as an artist his modeh For here mtgh 

hope to find, in concrete form, the central aim of the 

^But the poet’s experience develops 

At one end of the scale is the rare, and perhaps 
case of the Imc bom complete. Beginning and end 

:oincide. so that, if we want an earlier experience, je 

must delve through the 

happenings. And, if our 
bare, we should find that the poem, far from comm 
eating that material, had utterly transformed rt _ 

Far more often, the moment of insight in which, i y 

be, a hidden analogy is seized, and a sensation or image 

suddenly charged with spiritual depth, is accompanie^y 

no more than a provisional groping after sj^ec . 

impelling experience has a degree of complexity ^ 

coherence, but it falls far short in these resp«ts 
It is compact of possibilities, some of which wdl have to 

be -sacrificed. In the fulfilment of those which s^ive 
words mayplayalessoramore conspicuous part. Wor^, 

fashioned by generations of men, have an _ 
store of meanings, not fixed, but not so elastic that any 

individual can wholly bend them to himself; and the words 

that offer to serve a poet’s need, stirring tremors m him 

with meanings kindred to his own, but not yet his, suggest 
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new elements with which he may supplemen^is ex¬ 

perience. As Mr Sturge Moore writes, “when an authdf 

wiU go only where he wants to, he says good-bye to all 

felicities of language, which depend on his obedience to 

the suggestions of words The new-come word, which 

is approved because (for reasons, perhaps, obscure to the 

poet himself) it feels right, introduces a slight, subtle 

but permeating change, and thus the poet may reach his 

goal after a score of deviations from the course that 

originally seemed to be marked out. As the poem gets 

itself written, the attention of the poet is increasingly i 

transferred from the first impelling experience to the 

divergent experience which he is creating through the 

words. For this latter experience becomes more and more 

prophetic of its end, and, as it does so, its demands become 

more clear and more insistent, just as the last strokes of i 

a painter s brush are dictated, not by the landscape as he 

first saw and felt it, but by all that he has come to feel in 

iiie simpiicity oi art is sometimes deceptive, but is it 

always so.’’ Many people, contemplating in bereavement 

the memories private to themselves, have found the sum 

of their sorrow implied in the poignant feeling of differ¬ 

ence. “But she is in her grave, and oh, Ifre differ¬ 

ence to me!”—did not Wordsworth experience that 
^ Armmdr for AphrmUte^ p. 66. 
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same ei»aotion, begotten by contemplation on grief, md 

merely communicate it, better than others, in words that 

exactly fitted it and added nothing? 
It seems pedantic to say no, but what is pedantic for 

ordinary purposes may be sensible and necessary for 

exact argument. We may concede a good deal. In the 

first place, it may happen that, as the poet builds up his 

experience, words continue for a time to be no more than 

a light and temporary scaffolding. New images conie in, 

depending little on verbal suggestion, or there is a sifting 

out of a mass of material, the contemplative eye divining 

deeper significance in the combination of a few selected 

aspects, where implication has a strength denied to full 

statement. Contemplation may thus proceed some way 

in a world the values of which have hardly begun to be 

poetic in the strict sense: and such a brooding over actual 

past experience, not yet modified by speech, must often 

have preceded the birth of Thomas Hardy’s poems— 

a brooding of such intensity that place and time and mood 

take on die stillness, the composure, of art. Moreover, 

when the time for composition has come, the poet can do 

Ms best not to let words deflect him from his course, 

rejecting words which seem to contribute a 'tone of 

experience not in accord with his aim. To some extent he 

stubbomlv goes * only where he wants to , at the cost of 

sacrificing felicities of language. 
But only to some extent. The poem, wMch must be 

judged as a whole, inevitably has a different effect from 

the ranging, poignant experience that has no fixed words 

to accompany it. All contemplation lias, indeed, a tran¬ 

quillizing effect, but it does not achieve the same stability, 

unity or clarity as the ‘umfied contemplative experience’ 
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created through words. And, each of these three qualities ; 

is important. Even .in the sifting out of selectea aspect^ ' 

words have a way of being dictators. The poet may be ; 

single-minded in the effort to convey a particular ex¬ 

perience as a whole, and yet the words, the self-effacing 

words that he finds most apt., reveal to him that only 

certain of its elements can be fused into the whole which ' 

he is creating. It is impossible to say why this is so: it is 

impossible to say exactly how the subtleties of sound 

(which exercise individual power even in the simplest 

language) condition this total unity. But that it does so 

happen is beyond all doubt. 

If we say, then, that some poems are a * communication" 

of the poet"s experience, we must add a proviso that the 

correspondence is always imperfect. Tlie term is apt to 

insinuate the false idea that a perfect poem would be the 

perfect expression of (i.e. w^ould perfectly correspond 

with) an unformulated.experience existing independently ' ^! 

in the poet"s mind. 'There is, in fact, little excuse for 

speaking of com,municatio.n in the sense we have been ; 

discussing, since there is .another term applicable to all 

poem,s a.like with .equal accuracy and .entire, sufficiency, 

viz... the term 'creation". ■ 
I say in my definition that the poet creates both for , | 

himself and potentially for others, TTie creation 'for him- | 

self" is alone sufficient to constitute him a poet: but, since 

words are common to all men, he creates for others as 

well, unless he suppresses wffiat he writes or cannot find 

any readers. The poem, then, is a communication in tlie ' 

sense that it creates m experience for reader as well as 

for poet, but even here it does not make common one and 
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tlie sane experience. Tlie experience will differ, some¬ 

times silprisiiigly, even among people who are equally 

intelligent and sympathetic. At least, howwer, it is an 

experience of the same class, an experience created 

through, and controlled by, wwds: z poetic experience. 

This view' is sharply at variance with that of Dr 

Richards, and a comparison may be instriicti%re- The 

tw'o pillarshe writes, upon which a theory of criticism 

must rest are an account of value and an account of 

coniiiiiiiiication/'’^ Sometimes art is bad because com¬ 

munication is defective, the vehicle inoperative; some¬ 

times because the experience communicated is worthless, 

soiBetiines for both reasons.”^ 
Now, if it sometimes happens that the relevant ex¬ 

perience of the artist has worth or value, but that there is 

a failure in communication, we may ask whether this 

implies— 
(a) that the valuable relevant experience is to be 

found in the unformulated day tO' day experience 

of the artist’s life, and that communication fails, 

because the ’work of art fails to express it; or 

' ' (b) that the valuable relevant experience is that 

created by the artist for himself through his 

completed work, and that communication fails 

merely because other people are so diflferent 

■from Mm. 
If, as I have argued, what the artist does is to create, 

and primarily tO' create for himself, it is clear that (1) is 

right. But, if this is so, the account of value must include 

■*',F.l4.C. p. S5. p. iSS. ■ 
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a discussion of the artist’s method, style and technique, 

while the account of commuracation will be cbncemed 

solely with the question how much the artist and his 

public have in common, the question (as Dr Richards well 

puts it) 6f the ‘normality’ of the artist. In such a case the 

account of communication is a very secondary matter. I 

It is clear that Dr Richards, in spite of occasional 

remarks that seem inconsistent, holds that (a) is correct, 

and not (b). Thus he tells us that “ it is as a communicator 

that it is most profitable to consider the artist A com¬ 

municator, he means, of moral values which (in his sense 

of ‘moral’) are the only values: for “the world of poetry 

.. .is made up of experiences of exactly the same kind as 

those that come to us in other ways ’’He emphasizes the 

superior organization of values in the day to day ex¬ 

perience of the artist. “ In order to keep any steadiness 

and clarity in his attitudes the ordinary man is under the 

necessity on most occasions of suppressing the greater 

part of the impulses which the situation might arouse. 

He is incapable of organizing them; therefore they have 

to be left out. In the same situation the artist is able to 

admit far more without confusion.’’® Again, he writes oi 

the artist that “ to make the work ‘ embody ’, accord wilh, ; 

and represent the precise experience upon which its value 

depends is his major pre-occupation’’.* What is meant 

by the ‘ precise experience ’ ? He quotes certain lines as 

an example of defective communication, “in which it is 
likely that the ongfna/experience had some value’’.® It 

* P.L.C. p. 27. 
* Ibid. p. 184. 
» Ibid. p. 199—italics mine. 

* IMd. p. 7&. 
* Ibid. p. 26. 
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is thus micient that the value of which an account must be * 

^iven by the theory of criticism is to be looked for, not in 

the final experience of the poem (except as communi¬ 

cating it), but in some earlier experience of its author. 

The error here is fundamental. Dr Richards makes too 

wide a gap between the day to day experience of the poet 

and that of the ordinary man. He gives the impression 

that the poet is always in a state of greater receptivity, 

and that his ordinary life is a model of organization. 

I suggest, on the contrary, that the creative impulse, 

moving amid a wealth of matter no doubt partially 

organized, makes for disharmony that can only be resolved 

by the creative act. As Dr Richards says, “we all know 

people of unusually wide and varied possibilities who pay 

for their width in disorder, and we know' others who pay 

for their order by narrowness”.^ Precisely. And I do 

not believe that poets and other artists are to be placed 

in a third class, doubly blessed with wide and ordered 

experience, the communication of w'hich to others is their 

sacred task. They usually pay for their width in disorder, 

or rather in a partial order which is more disturbing than 

a total confusion. In their wide ranging they achieve 

subtle connections and interrelations denied to the 

ordinary mind. But these are such as to cause a ferment: 

they are incomplete, they nag at the memory and cry out 

for further development. "Anyone who has ever been 

visited by the Muse is thenceforth haunted.”* And 

development can only be secured through contemplation, 

and with certainty and wholeness, only when it is pressed 

1 P.L.C. i. 288 (Appendix A). 
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through to the final act of creation, the unified contem¬ 

plative experience of art, in which turmoil is replaced by 

balance and harmony. And every such experience is a 

new creation. 
Dr Richards makes a very just discrimination between 

‘formative’ and ‘repetitive’ imagination, writing that 

jjjiaginative construction is always at least as much 

determined by what is going on in the present as by what 

went on in the past, pasts rather, whence it springs ”,i 

elements present w 

of the formal elements. It should follow that, as I have 

maintained, the final experience imparted by the poem 

Richards regards it as a communication 

There is a contradiction here. It 

that, while the poem is a fredi 

view, IS pu 
the number of different 

reconcile. And this, of course, is a matter of organization 

and the organizafimi is admitt^y new. 
The truth is that, unless the new organization ii 

efiective, the poet fails to create an experieiKe. The poen 

1 P.L.C. p. 192. ^ Ibid. p. 179. 
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wliicli ,^r Richards quotes as an example of the defective 

'\oiiimumcatioii of an 'original experience’' which may 

have had some value is as follows: 

The Pool 

Are ym alive? 

Itomkyou, 

Tou quiver like a sea-fish. 

I cover you with my net. 

WhM are you—banded one? 

“The reader here supplies too much of the poem* , he 

comments. “Had the poet said only, T went and poked 

about for rocklings and caught the pool itself', the 

reader, who converts what is printed above into a poem, 

would still have been able to construct an experience oi 

equal value; for what results is almost independent of the 

author." 1 
H. D., who wrote the lines, is a poet of slender but real 

distinction, normal enough to win appreciation, and she 

may have had .an 'original' experience of some value. 

But if, in this unfortunate instance, she has not wTitteii a 

poem, if it is left to the reader to convert her lines (or 

their sense) into a poem, it is plain that she has failed to^ 

' create an experience either for herself or for the reader. 

Thiprivate mM--pmtic value qf thep&efs day to day expmence 

km not hen replaced by m experience of different, poetic value, 

: created (as it cm only h crmted) through words. We have 

to discriminate carefully between these values, and it is 

"most profitable' to consider Ae poet, not as a commuiii-, 

'Cator, but as a creator. When he successfully creates for 

* mm. ■ 
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liimself, he need not worry about communicatio/i. His 

poem will ipsofaeto be a communication^ in the sense that 

it will offer to readers^ whose minds are not too differently 

constituted from his, a new .and v.aluable experience, in 

some degree similar to the new and valuable experience 

which it gives him. The experience will be new. The name 

"poet’ is, after all, right. He is a maker. 
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• ^ Chapter XIV 

REALITY AND FACTS OF MIND 

It is not to be supposed that the contemplative experience 

of poetry is an inactive state* All contemplation, whether 

poetic or otherwise, is tranquil, requiring for its exer¬ 

cise a retirement from the world of overt action. It 

enables us to endure, and to accept without flinching, 

what in that world is full of pain or terror: but if—to 

borrow the terms of St Augustine—^the contemplative is 

sempr quidus, he is also in some degree semper agems- 

. That is to say, the tranquil state is also emotioiiaL In 

particular, the creative emotion of the poet is not reached, 

as Wordsw’orth says, 'by a species of reaction’' from 

tranquillity: it is rather a changing and heightening of 

emotion, with disturbance, but without loss, of tran¬ 

quillity. The creative effort, reinforced by the stimiilus of 

the words and rhythms in which the poet is labouring, 

may be very severe. But with it goes an awareness of the 

growing assembly of ideas and images, in their intricate 

relations and approach to coherent order: and this aware¬ 

ness has a tranquillizing as well as an exciting power. 

The vital activity wdiich seeks to fuse the whole assem¬ 

blage into one Is called by Coleridge the ^secondary 

ImaginationHe contrasts it with fancy in the following 

much-debated passage: 

''*The Imagination then I consider either as primary, 

or secondary. The primary Imagination I hold to be the 

living power and prime agent of all human perception, 

, and as a repetition in tlie &ite mind of the eternal act of 
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‘Creation in the infinite i am. The secondary.Iinaeination 

I consider as an echo of the former, co-e,xisting with the 

conscious will, yet still as identical with the primary in 

the kind of its agency., and differing only in degree and in', 

the mode of its operation. It dissolves, diffuses, dissipates., 

in. order to re-create: or where this process is rendered 

impossible, yet still at all events it struggles to idealize 

and to unify. It is essentially even as all objects 

{a$ objects) are essentially fixed and dead. 

''fancy, on the contrary, has no other counters to 

play with, but fixities and defi.nites. The fancy is indeed 

no other than a mode of memory emancipated from the^ 

order of time .and space; while it is blended with, and, 

modified by that empirical phenomenon of the will, which 

we express by the word Choice. But equally with the,' 

ordinary memory the Fancy must receive all its m,aterials, 

ready made from the law of associ.atio.n/"^ 

The distinction between imagination and fancy is valid 

and useful,, .if they are interpreted, not as faculties of'the 

mind, but as differing modes of activity between which 

the mind passes in its ever-changing organization* 

Gbserve the emphasis laid on the vital, energy of the 

' imaginative mode. It was Coleridge's outstand.ing virtue 

•that he. broke away from the traditions of English philo¬ 

sophy, of Locke and Hume and Hartley, to recogmze the 

mind as a living and growing, self-creating process. The 

change in him was, no doubt, fundamentally due to 

personal experience, as he became increasingly aware of 

the pressure—^the urgency and volum'e—of his own 

thinking and feeling. It was assisted, however, by early 

^ BwgTBphm Uteraria^ Ch. 13. 
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study of Plotinus and other mystics. Then, with a ininci* 

already ^e-directed, he began to absorb German meta¬ 

physics, Scdielling, in particular, appearing to offer a 

reasoned exposition of the new faith. Scdielling s doctrine 

of the creative activity of mind did indeed chime in with 

the Neoplatonic view, but, in their liltimate issue, the tw^o 

were not reallv ccjiisonant. With Schelling the Absolute 

could only realize itself through the activity of the in¬ 

dividual subject, and siiprenicdy through the activity of 

the artist, while with Plotinus the Divine Intelligence was 

the perfect and transcendent source of Man, and Nature, 

and ail Being. Coleridge was led by experience and 

predilection to favour the Neoplatonic view. The presence, 

in Bkgmfhm Literaria, of large tracts of Schelling side 

bv side with quotations from Plotinus is significant. They 

ne\^er lost their separateness, though Coleridge persisted 

in the vain attempt to bring them into harmony. 

Historically, Coleridge takes his place in the wide 

'movement of thought leading, in the present day, to the 

philosophy of M. Bergson. M. Bergson, too, lias liis link 

with Shelling. For he w^as iiifiuenced by Ravaissoii, who, 

m a young man in 1835, attended the lectures of Schelling 

at Munich. When properly understood, the work of the 

great French philosopher is hardly less remarkable for 

die severity of its intellectual discipline than tor the 

dearness of its basic intuition of la duree. All through his 

writings he pursues tire duality of spirit and matter: on 

die one side, growth, creation, freedom, the indivisible 

movement of time as it is lived {la durie); on the other 

side, petrefaction, repetition, automatism, the infinitely 

divisible both in space and, when once it has assumed the 
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c immobility of the past, in time: the former a sphere in 

which the analytical intellect must labour hard Ciider thd" 

close surveillance of intuition, the latter a sphere in which 

it is at home and can be given free way. The general 

nature of this duality was deeply, if obscurely, felt by 

Coleridge; it was illustrated with strange vividness in 
his life. 

There is an interesting parallel between Coleridge’s 

account of imagination and fancy, and a passage in 

M. Bergson’s Les Deux Sota-ces de la Morale et de la 

Religion, which I will set down here. In reading of 

‘Vemotion originak et unique’, we may remember Cole¬ 

ridge’s dictum, in a letter, that “deep thinking is 

attainable only by a man of deep feeling”. 

“Quiconque s’exerce ^ la composition litt^raire a pu 

constater la dilference entre I’intelligence laiss4e a elle- 

m^me et celle que consume de son feu I’emotion originale 

et unique, nie d’une coincidence entre I’auteur et son 

sujet, c’est-a-dire d’une intuition. Dans le premier cas 

I’esprit travaille a froid, combinant entre elles des idees, 

depuis longtemps coul4es en mots, que la society lui livre 

41’etat solide. Dans le second, il semble que les mat4riaux 

foumis par I’intelligence entrent pr4alablement en fusion 

et qu’ils se solidifient ensuite a nouveau en id4es cette 

fois inform4es par I’esprit lui-m4me: si ces id4es trouvent 

des mots pr4-existants pour les exprimer, cela fait pour 

chacune I’effet d’une bonne fortune inesp4ree; et, k vrai 

dire, il a souvent fallu aider la chance, et forcer le sens du 

mot pour qu’il se modeMt sur la pensee. L’effort est cette 

fois douloureux, et le r4sultat aleatoire. Mais c’est alors 

seulement que I’esprit se sent ou se croit createur. Il ne 
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part pins d'une muitiplicite cfelements tout fails pour » 

Iboiitir ^ une unite composite oil il y aura un nouvel 

arrangement de I’andeii. II s'est transport^ tout d'lm 

coup a qiielque chose qiii parait i la fois un et unique, qui 

chercliera ensuite a s^etaler taut bieii que iiial en concepts 

multiples et comiiiuns, doiines d'*avaiice dans des mots/*^ 

M. Bergson is writing of' all work, however imperfect, 

which has any element of creativeness \ the work of the 

philosopher enquiring into reality and, no less, the w^'ork 

of the poet. When the poet ‘serroil criateur\ he is iiidiiied, 

very often, to think he is unveiling the real. M. Bergson 

himself tells us, in one passage, that the aim of the arts, 

including poetry, is to bring us face to face with reality.^ 

Utterances of this kind (often nieaiiiiig quite different 

things) are common enough in English authors, and are 

sometimes very superficial. With Coleridge, how^ever, it 

was a deep conviction that poetry and philosophy are 

somehow at one in the quest of * bright Reality . W hat, 

then, is the theory of poetry to say? 
I suggest that the theory of poetry is only concerned 

to a limited extent. It may affirm this much, that poetry 

gives an experience of more than common vitality and 

value* But whether that experience implies a reality 

itsiff or whether it is one with a wider reality 

these are general questions for metaphysics. It may w^ell 

be that the poetic experience has deep meaning for the 

philosopher* But, whatever it does or does not imply, 

the experience for its own sake, and not for the sake of its 

^ Lis Ikm Smrcei de k Morak et ii h Religim, p. 43. 
* LmgMer (tr. from the French by Cloudesley Brereton and 

Fred Rotliwell), p- 157. 
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• implications, is the true and proper aim of poetry. That 

a particular poem seems to open the mind to4 reality 

beyond itself may be a valuable element in our experience 

of it. It is valuable as a ‘fact of mind’. But how many 

incompatible realities should we have to face, if we were 

to translate all these facts into doctrines, and try to found 
a philosophy upon them! 

In his book Coleridge on Imagination Dr Richards does 

well to insist on the facts of mind, and we may deprecate 

with him the easy inference from emotional harmony to 

intellectual truth. A poetic utterance is to be taken as 

representing a fact of mind, as being true to “the histoiy 

of the speaker s mind, and his feelings and attitudes in the 

moment of speaking, and conditions of their governance 

in the future"; when the utterance is so taken, then. 

in the examination of its structure and functions we shall 

be at work on the theory of poetry ”.i With this we may 

connect the perfectly valid conception of the poet as a 

maker of myths, which are accepted for their own sake, 

and are not judged, like scientific statements, by their 

truth as doctrines. We accept them—to apply woixls of 

Coleridge—^with “that negative faith, which simply per¬ 

mits the images presented to work by their own force, 

without either denial or affirmation of their real existence 
by the judgment ".2 

The poet s myth-making activity is the imagination, 

the S3mthetic and magical power’ as Coleridge named it. 

Magical’ perhaps—just as the postulate of philosophy, 

KNOW THYSELF, may be ‘heaven-descended’—but on 

that account the more to be scrutinized. Dr Richards 
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suffered. Let me rather consider certain limitations to the. 

power of the poetic myth. # • 

The myths of poetry are not make-belief, but are the 

projection of very real needs and desires. .And since 

these human needs are insistent as w^ell as complex, the 

myths cannot easily suffer from the discoveries of science. 

This is clear: for the w'orld of our experience is the 

coloured world of our senses and emotions, and our nature 

expresses itself in anthropomorphic ideas. It is a world 

very different in ricliness from the abstract, scientific 

world. 

Yet the discoveries of science do percolate through the 

mind (though far less dian we might suppose) so as to 

affect the sort of myth which it can create or accept. When 

.a myth not only clashes, but cla.shes in a way that cannot 

be ignored, with scientific belief, it loses power and no 

longer satisfies a need,. Or, again, consider philosophy. 

When poetry takes philosophic ideas into its texture, It 

; must, so fm' as it ckMlenges thought, be subject to the same 

kind of test as philosophic prose. Its intuition must have 

, a.certain clarity, its reasoning a certain coherence. We 

ought to examine closely an.y claim that poetry can 

, reconcile, better than, prose statement, intellectual doc- 

: . trines which apf«ar to conflict. 

Such a claim is made by Dr Richards, who takes as an 

example Coleridge's use of the Aeolian harp, responding 

, to diverse winds, as an image of the mind. It seems to roe 

- that in this test case—^perhaps the climax of his study of 

Coleridge—Iiis failure is complete. He suggests the 

following formulation of the two doctrines said to be 

reconciled through the Wind Harp image: it will be noted 
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that the first leans rather to Neoplatonism, the second to . 

•the viewpoint of Schelling: 
“ I. The mind of the poet at moments, penetrating 

‘the film of familiarity and selfish solicitude , 

gains an insight into reality, reads Nature as a 

symbol of something behind or within Nature 

not ordinarily perceived. 
“ 2. The mind of the poet creates a Nature into which 

his own feelings, his aspirations and appre¬ 

hensions, are projected. 

“ In the first doctrine man, through Nature, is linked with 

something other than himself which he perceives through 

her. In the second, he makes of her, as with a mirror, a 

transformed image of his own being.’’^ 
Dr Richards contends that the early Coleridge had an 

intuition of a fact of mind which is the ‘ground and 

origin ’ ® of these two doctrines, the realist and projective: 

that the doctrines are true only when taken together as 

interpreting the single fact of mind, ‘the immediate self- 

consciousness in the imaginative moment :® that the 

ambiguity in Coleridge's thought in his poem Dejection 

(and, apparently, the ambiguity elsewhere, both in 

Coleridge and Wordsworth, as between the two doc¬ 

trines) is rather to be named completeness: that “this 

ambiguity (or rather, completeness) in Coleridge’s 

thought here and his peculiar use of the Wind Harp image, 

give us a concrete example of that self4cnowledge, which 

.. .was for him, both ‘speculatively and practically’, the 

principle of all his thinking ”:«that the Wind Harp image 

1 C.ml. p. 145. » Ibid. p. 147. 
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* can achieve a '^ coalescence of the two doctrines': ^ that we 

must not identify the abstracted idea with the i<|ea in the^ 

completeness it has in the poem;^ that "'poetry is the 

completest mode of utterance"':® that Coleridge "very 

soon left the theory of poetry to become metaphysician 

and moralist"":^ that he was led astray by the abstract 

doctrines: that the doctrines, as such abstractions,'' induce 

further facts of mind—apprehensions of them as theories 

or beliefs—and these, as Coleridge's own history shows, 

can become gross obstacles to the return of 'the philo¬ 

sophic imagination, the sacred power of self-intuition ’ 

The two main passages quoted from Coleridge are: 

0 the one Life within us and abroad. 

Which meets all motion and becomes its soul, 

A light in sound, a sound-dike power in light, 

Rhythm in all thought, and joy ance ev^ery where. 

And what if all of animated nature 

Be but organic Harps diversely framed, 

That tremble into thought, as o*er them sweeps 

Plastic and vast, one intellectual breeze. 

At once the Soul of each, and God of all? 

The Aeolian Haip (1795). 

O Wordswwth! we receive but what we give 

And in oir life alone does Nature live: 

'Ows is her wedding-garment, ot^s her shroud! 

And would we ought behold, of higher worth, 

^ C. m I, p. 16S. 
® Md. p. 1^3. 
® IMd. pp. 165-6. 

^ Ibid. p. ££5. 
* Ibid. p. 144. 
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Than that inanimate cold world allowed 

Toltke poor loveless emr-anxious crowd, 
Ah! from the soul itself mmt issm forth 

A light, a glory, a fair luminom cloM 

Enveloping the Em-tk— 

And from the soul itself must there be sent 

A sweet and potent voice, of its own birth. 

Of all sweet sounds the life and element! 

Dejotion (1802). 

Ckx the first passage Dr Richards makes the comment that 

we can, by weighting ail/ motion, ■animated uatwe, 

organic and thought, make this more an account of the 

birth of the known from the mind than a perception of a 

transcendent Iking Reality without”.^ On the second 

passage, “as before, we cannot say, if we take the poem 

as a w'hole, that it contains the one doctrine rather than 

the other. The colours of Nature are a suffusion from the 

light of the mind, but the light of the mind in its turn, the 

shaping spirit of Imagination, comes from the mind’s 
response to Nature: 

To thee do all things live from pole to pole. 

Their life the eddying of thy living saa/."® 

W hat are w^e to say ? If this poetry (although the second 

passage, taken by itself, seems clearly enough to be 

projective) can be read either way b}^ a shift of emphasis, 

we may reasonably infer not a fusion of the two doctrines, 

but a confusion. At best it would seem that the mind 

alternates between them, with an inkling that each is 

^ * C. on Z. p. 148. * p. 152. 
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incomplete. That is a very different thing from fusion. : 

Any poet much occupied with the doctrines, ar?l veering 

in allegiance from one to the other, might be expected to : 

express himself as Coleridge did. There is no escape from 

this conclusion, unless it is possible to read the poems in 

such a way as, while allowing proper weight to their 

intellectual structure, to transcend the distinction between ' 

the realist and projective positions. 

Dr Richards tries to do so, and professes to solve 

Coleridge’s ambiguity by analysing the ambiguous use 

of the term Nature. There is a world as prosaically per- ; 

ceived, an ‘inanimate cold world’, and we call it Nature ! 

(Sense III in the analysis): there is, on one side of this 

prosaic world, a world indefinitely enriched by the pro¬ 

jection upon it of our images and feelings, and we call it i 

Nature (Sense 11): there is, on the other side of it a world 5 

thinned out from it, though still a product of our per- ! 

ceptions, the world of Physics, and w'e call it Nature ; 

(Sense IV): there is, also, an independent world to which ; 

the mind resp)onds, and we call it Nature (Sense I).^ i 

After a long and quite acceptable analysis on these : 

lines, we are abruptly told that "in terms of such a 

multiple definition the gap between the two doctrines— 

that the mind can see God in or through Nature, and that | 

it can only see itself projected—becomes an artificial 

product of a shifting of the senses of Nature, mind, and 

see. A fuller description of the ‘ facts of mind ’ from which 

the poet and the philosopher alike set out carries both 

doctrines as accordant functions, as uncontradictory inter¬ 

pretations.’’® A fuller description is indeed irecessary, 

Cm (m Im pp- 157—61. * IMd. p. 1'6£'. 
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. for the coaclusioiii appears to be a 'TOnipiete mm s^miwf 

Careful ittention to the different meanings of' Nature 

gets us nowhere, and the long analysis is like the skilfu! 

patter of a coiyuror which may conceal from the audiea* 

that he has never i^rformed his trick. 

Unfortiaiately, on second thoughts, Dr Richards shies 

away from a fuller deOTiption: '''for .any description in 

prose is itself a doctrine hard to keep from being just one 

or other of the two^ w^e are considering But, mhere 

.prose fails, he rn'Otild persuade us that poetry, as in the 

1^' ind Ha.rp image, can succeed: he therefore .refers us to 

liie .originative fact of mind itself for a coalesceiia' of the 

: two^doctrines. I do not find any sign of sudi a coalescence 
in the poetry of Coleridge. 

Farther, I ask diis qiiesticai. In what sense on we look 

for the ground and origin ^ of the two dc^trines in a single 

fact of mind ? How is it even possible that they should 
coalesce.^ 

\ A ^c»in|mrisoii may help* M. Bergson^s di^ctrine of 

Jriedom has its ground and origin in a fact of mind, " our 

own personality in its flowing through time^—our self 

which endures h® That fact, seized by intuition, implies 

freedom, as growth or creativeness. But if we reflect 

upon our activity when it is past—^when it has ceasai to. 

flow—and if we then follow the analytical method in¬ 

grained in the intellect, we inevitably distort the original 

fact; we picture freedom not as the single tlxrust of life in 

the, living, but as the choice between ready-made alter- 

162. ., 
^ inirmimim ia Metapfysics (tr, from foe French by T* E. ' 

I JMimhP-S* 
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natives. We spatialize time, introducing the deceptive ^ 

image of a road with turnings to right and left; afid, m so 

doing, we play into the hands of the determimst, who is 

never so happy as when mapping out the dead past 
opposing doctrines of free will (as ordinarily understood) 
3otd«eminismhavenofting.odowi.h.hemov^n 

of life They are intellectual constructions, which cannot 

be rea>nciled; their conflict, however may lead us to 

examine more closely the activity which they 
describe. This is what M. Bergsonhas done to such e^ 
and having laid firm hold of his intuition, his immediate 

seltonsciousness’, he has been able to show how 4e 

false problem of free will arises. He has 
the opposing doctrines, but has replaced Aem. His 

doctrfre of freedom has its ground and ^ 
of mind in the full sense that it is implicit in the mm 

energy ’in its self-creating activity. On the other han , 

the oW opposing doctrines of free will and of 

are implicit only in certain highly 

,ni„d, induced by . «in of 
greater part of which is common to both. Their gr 
md origin cannot, with any truth, be placed prior o 

Ar^alist and projective doctrines 

manner, inteUectual constructions. The histo^ of Urn 

emotions in the presence of Nature is o^oeedingj 

nlicated They have varied from age to age, b 
intensity, and as to the kind of explanation that has been 

found for them. The particular kind of 

inevitablv reacts on the emotional experience, v^ 
deepening it, always giving it form and quahty. The type , 
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of explanation according to which the heavens declare th^ 

glory G'od, or of one G^od among' iiianyj, is an early 

‘development: that aixordiiig to which the light and gloiy 

' are emariatioiis or reflections 'of Man himself from Ae 

soul itself must issue forth'") is a comparatively late 

product, .and gms against the grain with simple people, 

TTie strong and sometimes ecstatic emotion of Coie- 

' ■ rid,ge clamoured for an explanation with which it couU 

come to terms. Aird, with the help of mystics and 

philosophers, it found riiese two, the realist doctrine and 

Ae projective,. lx)th—as Dr 'Eichards rightly observes'— 

■, 'ofa lofty and exciting order ". The emotional experience, ' 

„ closing with either of these intellectual doctrines, em- 

■ ^ ixmms a'Mw excitemmt: at .the same time it gains in 

definition, and takes on a particular quality. The resulting 

state of mind is sophisticated, in so far as it is induced by 

a theory or belief presupposing the analytical activity of 

the intellect, Coleridge grasp«i at both doctrines, and 

ooA are reflected in his Nature poetry. That poetry is 

not to be taken as the outeome of a pure emotion in its 

undefined intensity, but is to be taken as true to 'The 

history of Ae speaker's mind, and his feelings aii:d atti¬ 

tudes in Ae inoment of speaking, and conditions of Aeir 

governance in the futureThe Aground and origin' of 

the two dcKJtrines is not to be found in anything more 

' V ^yAing less tound up with abstract conceptions. , 
r, indeed, could it be otherwise? For Ae doctrines ' 

to do, not (like those relating to free wiE) wiA Ae 

of our activity in itself, but wiA Ae conception of 

or power or Aing in some manner outside us, 

^ C. m L p. " 
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I am not suggesting that a doctrine in a philosophical 

• poem n|ed be without logical flaw, or that it need be 

demonstrably true. It suffices that it siiould be coherent 

enough or, if you like, plausible enough, to be acceptable 

to the mind of the poet, the maker of myths: if, as a reastiii- 

afale being, he can accept it, then, whether or no it corre¬ 

sponds to any reality outside Iiis own miiid, it may satisfy 

in him and in his reader wider needs than those? of tlie 

intellect., Tliere are many variants of the realist and 

projective doctrines which, taken severally, are 'quite 

acceptable to the imagination. And there are docrtriiies, 

also acxeptahle, which go some distance towards recon- 

.'■dling the two. An example inay,"te found in Francis 

Thonipsoifs essay, Naiar/s Immoriality, and it is signi- 

' Scant that, in a footnote to^ liis rhapsodical prose, he 'writes 

as fallows: Be it 'Observed that I am not trying to expidin 
anything, metaphysically or otherwise, and conseqiieiitly 

. my'language is not to be taken metaphysically. I am 

merely endeavouring analogically to suggai an idea. And 

. .die whole thing is put forward as a fantasy, wi'icli'the 

;' writer likes tO' think may be a dim shadowing O'f truth/' 

Coleridge was not so easily satisfied. The metaphysician 

in him was clamorous, and he w^as not content with a 

doctrine of Nature that should be acceptable to the 

imagination, but was seeking one that should also be 

convincingly true to the reason. He was, in fact, philo¬ 

sophizing in verse, and he compels us to approach the 

poems through his philosophy, just as if it w^ere stated in 

prose. And we find no reconciliation: w^e find no single 

and consistent fact of mind, except when one doctrine 

holds the field for a time to the exclusion of the other. 
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« According to Dr Richards, Coleridge’s Wind Harp 

image was an example of Ms intuitive self-kno|vledge: 

Coleridge was led astray from the wholeness of his 

intuition by the two abstract doctrines, and these induced 

in Mm further facts of mind which hindered the return of 

the philosophic imagination. “Coleridge, as ‘the years 

matured the silent strife ’, became more and more held by 

attitudes consonant with the Realist doctrine, less and less 

able to recover his earlier integral vision of the poet’s 

mind/’J- Nothing could be more misleading. The Wind 

Harp image betrays the uncertainty of Coleridge’s mind, 

already in 1795 confronted more or less clearly with the 

two exciting abstract doctrines which continued to 

fascinate Mm through life. Neither did he start with an 

intuition embracing the two doctrines, nor did he fulfil 

Ms ambition of fusing the doctrines into one. 

We are told that Coleridge “ succeeded in bringing his 

suggestions to a point from which, with a little care and 

pertinacity, they can be taken on to become a new 

science’’.2 The science will enquire into the modes of 

poetic mythology which, it is claimed, have the power to 

satisfy all man’s spiritual needs. Those who regard this 

daim as blasphemous or heretical are to be referred to the 

self-realizing intuition—“no answer will meet them un¬ 

less it can induce a return to the ‘self-realizing intuition’ 

from which any answer must come. And argument is not 

the mode of inducing this.’’® If we are to judge from the 

one example pressed upon us by Dr Richards—^his inter¬ 

pretation of Coleridge’s attitude to Nature—the new 

1 C. on I. p. 166. ® Ibid. p. 43. 
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science is to be founded on a misreading of the mind*. 

•How caii|We believe in the intuition of a fact of mind able 

to unify two doctrines which come from the intellect, and 

which the intellect cannot reconcile; a fact of mind, so 

grounded in the intellect, which cannot be described in 

prose and can only find ■expression in the fambiguity or 

ira.tli€r ^completeness* of poetic utterance; a feet of mind, 

the possibility of which is supported by a solenin 

linguistic analysis* which explains nothing? We are in 

■the region of abracadabra and pseiid'O-mystldsni* By such 

merns is it. sought to enthrone the poet .as the piin»^ey.or 

of all our spiritual needs, Ae creator of a new order in 
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Chapter XV 

POETIC EMOTIONS 

It is not easy to form a sane view of the poet’s influence 

on society. If we repudiate the extravagant claims of 

Dr Richards, we must beware of failing into the opposite 

error, as Mr Belgion has done in his papers What is 

Criticism? and The Irresponsible Propagandist I- 

Man’s highest aim, according to Dr Richards, is to 

order his impulses, so that as many as possible may have 

full and free satisfaction. And poetry may help towards 

this harmony of spirit—or, we should rather say, this 

poise of the nervous system—as nothing else can. It is 

‘the unique linguistic instrument by which our minds 

have ordered their thoughts, emotions, desires.. .in the 

past’.2 On the contrary, asserts Mr Belgion, “we cannot 

utilize poetry for the ordering of our minds’’: and the 

reason for this inability (which ‘disposes of’ Dr Richards) 

is that we cannot learn from a poem itself that the emotions 

it ‘imitates’ are serious, or, again, that the emotions it 

arouses in the reader are serious: we must know in 

advance, from our experience of living, what emotions 

are serious and what are trivial. We must learn, not from 

poetry, but from life.® 

Can this be a true or just account ? Can it be right to 

make poetry so dependent, so derivative? Let us consider 

Mr Belgion’s view in its context. 

^ The Human Parrot, pp. 97-116 and 74-96 respectively. 
® Practical Criticism, p. 320. i 
® The H. P. pp. 111-12. 
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The poet, we are told, imitates emotions witli which he. 

^eed not ||imself be familiar, and seeks to produce related 

emotions in his readers. The emotions of life which he 

imitates maj^ be more serious or less serious, and the 

imitation may be more skilful or less skilful. The sine qua 

mm for the poet “is not emotional exf«rien(» but know¬ 

ledge of what words and what orders of words will 

produce emotion, and also the gift, and mastery of the 

gift, of setting such words out in rhythmic sequeiKes'’.^ 

The poet’s own emotion is far from Iwing the emotion 

which he seeks to produce in his readers; it is referable 

to the impulse to create, and to the process of creation, 

and it is, in particular, the enjoyment of skill. 

The emotion which he seeia to prodiKe in his readera 

is passive, spontaneous, naive:® “we must believe that 

every work of art has been fashioned to produce but one 

effect in all who behold it, and if the technique, and the 

seriousness of the emotion, of a poem are going to be 

appreciated, one must first undergo that effect of the 

poem/’® Most people stop short at the naive experience 

of a poem. But the few ’(vho possess 'a double knowledge 

and a double sense of values relating both to poetry and 

to life, detach themselves from the effect of the poem:* 

they view the effect from the outside, and pass beyond the 

naive experience to that appreciation or criticism in which 

‘the fullest enjoyment’® of poetry lies. And this is “the 

»««rodation or criticism of the poet’s making and of the 

that has gt)ne into that making. 'The poet, in Aris- 

... 

1 The M. P. p. 112. * IMd. p. 76. 
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. totle’s language, ‘imitates’ emotion. The critic has first 

to see what means the poet has employed in hi^imitatiorf 

of emotion, and how far the poet’s employment of the 

means indicates mastery over them. Also the critic has 

to pass judgment on the emotion produced. His second 

duty is to see to what extent the emotion imitated is 
profound and serious. 

“The specifically aesthetic emotion is delight in the 

contemplation of technical ability, as manifested in its 

result. The poet has made a thing, and the aesthetic 

emotion is the delight that accompanies contemplating 
this made thing in its well-madeness.’’i 

Precise and symmetrical enough! But the scheme is 

surely a fine example of the deceitfulness of intellect. The 

poet, however he may vibrate to the suggestion of 

individual word or phrase, does not know what words and 

rhythmic sequences will produce emotion. He can only 

find out in the process of composition. For all creative 
activity is unforeseeable: 

The poet is not lord 

Of the next syllable may come 

With the returning pendtdumi 

And what he plans to-day in song. 

To-morrow sings it in another tongue.^ 

And, if he is a sincere artist, he does not so much find out 

what tuiZ/produce emotion in his readers, as find out what 

does produce emotion in himself. What the poet needs 

above all is creative energy, and a critical sense of words. 

^ ^ P. pp. 113-13. 
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^Words come to him in his creative mood, seeking to be. 

chosen, agd he quickly apprehends the way in which this 

word or that answers to his state of mind at the moment. 

‘State of mind’, however, is a bad term; for his mind is 

moving all the time, and an experience created through 

words is all the time growing in him. He is his own reader, 

^ the experience which he creates for himself, as reader, 

is essentially the aesthetic emotion, the emotion to which 

the whole of his art is directed. During the process of 

creation, he is in a turmoil. On the one hand, there are 

the active emotions of the creator and the craftsman—the 

impulse to make, and the enjoyment of skill in the per¬ 

formance of a difficult task. On the other hand, there is 

the contemplative emotion which is developing through 

the words of the poem, an emotion attended by premoni¬ 

tions, but certainly not by foreknowledge, of the end. It 

is the sign of achieved creation when the poet’s contem¬ 

plative experience (something new and unique, to which 

it is dangerous to apply the word ‘ imitation ’) is complete 
in itself and supersedes all others. 

Tliis final experience of the poet has been attained only 
through a keen appreciation of the words and cadences 

chosen: the perception of word-values is inherent in it. 

And it is this experience, this emotion, which the poet 

desires his reader to share in all its complexity. And the 
reader may, to some extent, share it. Mr Belgion is 

wiTOg, then, when he saj’s that the emotion of the poet, 

while composing a poem, “cannot be in the least the 

emotion which he succeeds in producing later in the 

reader Hie emotion which grows in him during 

p.p. 112. 
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naive initial experience is not the ^fullest enjoyment' oC 
poetry. |I!riticisiii is not an end^ but a means* This is 
equally true, both as to the pictorial or sensor? qiialit}' 
of the ex|^rieiice, and as to its emotional qaalitv* The 
critical attitude, with its o\¥n connoisseur delight, should 
alw'ays be auxiliary, helping tomards a richer experience, 
one more like that of the poet and more like that which 
the poet wishes to produce. It Js ike fimllj enricM 

e^perienci not my creative prelude for ike poei^ mr My 

crit kill interhdefor the reader—wkick is thefuikst enjoyment 

of poetry. Indeed, it is impossible to tell from mjikmg except 

ihejiml experience wMck ike p^oem produces to zckat extent 
its emotion is serkus, §r its teckMi^Mf good. 

So, after all, w^e must learn from the poem itself, and 
Mr Belgioii is mistaken in thinking cannot do so. His 
argument, like several others considered in this book, 
depends on the introduction of clear-cut distinctions— 
treated as ultimate—into the flom^ of experience. We find 
this^ comer of his interesting intellectual world oddly 
static: he fails to understand the ccmtimiity of develop¬ 
ment in the experience of poet and reader alike. 
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Chapter XVI ^ 

THE POET AND SOCIETY 

The final, and properly poetic, experience of poetry is 
contemplative; and this experience has undoubted value 
for the ordering of the mind. It is here that the influence 
of poetry, as poetry, lies. But we must glance for a 
moment at those other, incidental, effects in the realm of 
thought and conduct to which I alluded in my first chapter. 
For, as I said there, we may, both in preparation for the 
enjoyment of a poem and in after reflection upon it, be 
occupied with issues that are not contemplative, but moral 

or intellectual. 
These effects are only secondary in the case of poems 

which give us a true contemplative experience. But they 
may be of real importance. For every kind of thought 
and passion enters into the world of poetic contempla¬ 
tion, and may, by analysis and reflection, be brought 
back into the workaday world, to influence our attitudes 
and behaviour. The poet cannot disclaim responsibility 
for the practical teaching that may be extracted from his 
work, alAough he is responsible as thinker or moralist, 
rather than as poet: for, as poet, he is the creator of ex¬ 
perience which beloi^s to the contemplative world, not 

the practical. 
But the art of poetry is very often not pure; it has some 

tincture of the practical or speculative about it. Many 
poems, indeed, fail to give us anything like a full con¬ 
templative experience. They distract us by their appeal 
to practical saatiment, or their sensuality, or their ^ 
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moralizing, or their political propaganda. Or, again, the, 
•failure may lie, not with the poet, but with ourselves. 
Very mu?h depends on the reader, as may be seen still 
more clearly in the case of fiction—an art less pure than 
that of poetry, and with incidental effects on society which 
are, as a rule, much more pronounced. Many immature 
readers, and readers without artistic sensibility, and 
readers anxious to find excuse for freedom in sex relations, 
must have failed to appreciate the genius and the serious¬ 
ness of D. H. Lawrence, and have read him to their own 
harm. This is the sort of consideration which makes the 
problem of censorship so difficult. It is more than a little 
ludicrous that Mr T. S. Eliot, in his Thoughts after 

iMmbeth, should have taken the fifty bishops to task for 
having “missed an opportunity of disassociating them¬ 
selves from the condemnation of these tw'o extremely 
serious and improving writers”, Mr James Joyce and 
D. H. Lawrence. Granted that the two are sometimes 
‘improving’, and even extremely so, to a small minority, 
they are obviously a real or potential danger to many. It 
is to be hoped that the bishops, even if they had the finest 
and most highly trained literary sense, would pause to 
consider the weaker brethren! 

The effects of which I am sj^aking, whether good or 
bad, are, ?o to say, by-products of art, for they have 

in this respect, with the influence of crude works, e.g. 
a great many cinema shows, which do not pretend to any 
poetic or artistic element. Such works belong to the 
practical world, and when their moral tendency is bad, 
their antithesis is not so much in art as in other practical 
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works whose tendency is good. For art belongs to a 

different order of experience, the contemplative. 

Let us return, then, to that order. I have spolen of the 

special stability, unity and clarity of the contemplative ex¬ 

perience created through poetry. But we may, of course, 

have contemplative experience apart from poetry or the 

other arts. A tumultuous emotion of joy or grief which 

affects us personally, or with which we actively sympathize, 

passes into a contemplative emotion which, if it' imitates", 

also transforms it. The original emotion affects us in the 

world of action: if it does not always hurry us on to act 

overtly, yet it is a state of unrest and is attended by agita¬ 

tion of the nervous system. The emotion is increased in 

violence by the accelerated heartbeat or the lump in the 

throat. But it is not on that account fully or clearly realized: 

rather does consciousness become clearer as the call for 

action disappears, or the physical disturbance subsides. 

It is then that we possess ourselves in the known quality 

of our joy or sorrow. 

Such contemplative experience is necessary for the full 

life. It is also the link between the world of action and tlte' 

world of art. The emotion which at first dumbfounded us, 

or else deprived us of all reticence, has, in becoming 

clearer, become amenable to form. We may, indeed, say 

that anything which can be experienced in contemplative 

fashion is a proper subject for art. And anything that is 

not so experienced, is not yet a proper subject. What is, 

for example, physically disgusting cannot, in isolation^ 

be contemplated; and, until it enters into a whole which 

is not disgusting and therefore can be contemplated, it is 

unfit for art. What we feel to be threatening to our lives 
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place, have need, of it, if they would be tetter than nar- 

rowly efficient, unimaginatively able. To forfeit the 

leisure needed for it is a sore loss. “Nay, retire men 

cannot when they would, neither will they when it were 

reason; but are impatient of privateness even in age and 

sickness, which require the shadow; like old townsmen, 

that will be still sitting at their street-door, though there¬ 

by they offer age to scorn... .Certainly men in great 

fortunes are strangers to themselves, and while they are 

in the puzzle of business they have no time to tend their 

health either of body or mind. ‘IIU mors gravis inadut, 

qm notus nimis omnibus^ ignotus nuritttr sibi.’”^ 

Contemplation, be it renaarked, runs a different course 

for the man of acticm and for the artist. Hie man of action, 

winning his needed detachment, is, so to speak, oacxt 

removed from the press of business, to which he may soon 

turn with clearer sight and truer masteiy. The artist is 

^3 » Introduction to The Osfixrd Boot qf Modem Verse, p. xxxiv 
» Smxm. Of Great Place. . P v. 
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twice removed—not in the Platonic sense that implies a 

diminution of reality, but in the sense of a reality twice • 

changed, deeply enriched. I have said that contemplation 

transforms the tumultuous emotion of joy or grief, and 

makes it amenable to form. In ordinary life we find a few 

words, or perhaps an image of sight or sound—a face or 

a voice—in which to focus our experience; but these are 

in the nature of signs, helping us to realize our contem¬ 

plative emotion, to rest in it with as little essential change 

as possible. If we are further impelled to the writing of 

a poem, we may think that we are merely finding words 

for an experience that remains unaltered. But this is the 

common delusion about self-expression; if we are in fact 

doing what we think, we are being most imperfect poets, 

for we are not creating anything with a life of its own. 

Instead, our poem needs to be set against, and sink into, 

the background of om* private and special experience, and 

is indeed unworthy to be called a poem, even for ourselves 

who understand it. It is rather a secret sign, pointing back 

to the contemplative experience, personal and not created 

through words, from which we set out. We are still but 

once removed from the tumult of active life. 

In the creation of a true poem, on the other hand, our 

contemplative experience undergoes a vital change, until 

something new is bom, as a child winning separate life 

from its motihter. In this process, the magical power of 

words calls into being a new and compellii^ experience 

that is not dependent on the co-operation of a narrow or 

particukr mind-history. Thus is the experience twice 

removed from the world of action, having a stability, 
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hamself, so that he undervalues poetry which is ‘content 

to call up a pleasant emotion by reference to interests 

which are already quite harmonious'.^ Pleasant emotion 

indeed—at what a low ebb do critics seem to live! Let.us 

rather hear of poems which are pervaded by a fantastic 

energy or a deep power of Joy, creating an experience 

quiet with contemplation, not tragic but pulsingly, 

exuberantly alive 1 

The enjoyment of poetry, then, in all its wide range,, 

takes a .unique plac^ in the world of cQntemplative..e'Xr-^ ,■ 
perience,. But it is a part of that world, not the whole, 

;and it is a vital part only for readers who have special 

sensibility for word ^and metre and rhythm. For them ' 

poetry is m important part of e,xperience;, if life helps 

them to realize what is profound and serious in poetry., 

poetry in turn helps them to realize what is profound and 

■serious in ife,■ 
But what of those who find satisfaction, not in^ poetry , 

or its closest of kin, imaginative prose, but in music or, 

l^inting or .K:ulpture? If aesthetic experience is to 'take 

the place of religion, as some propo.se, why narrow.,it to^ 

, p^'try alone ? Poetic experience may be more, seardiing 

^and "Comprehensive than that given by any of the other 

arts, but that is no excuse for shutting them out. Let us 

: therefore, if we are going to proclaim a substitute for 

religion, proclaim it. in Art, rather than one art alone. 

Even so, the proclamation will be vain, for contemplative 

experience, though extended to art in general, is too 

narrow. Better seek a substitute in the contemplative 

attitude to the whole of life, submitting ourselves to such 

^ a qfP.p. 105. 
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a training as that of which Miss Joanna Field tells in 

A Lifeof One’s Own. "The automatic widening of mental 

focus which seemed to follow muscular relaxing brought 

a twofold deepening of experience, a flooding in of over¬ 

tones both from present bodily awareness and from the 

past in wave after w'ave of memories. It was not that I 

turned away from the present in order to think of the past 

but that the past gave added richness to the present.... 

Experiencing the present with the whole of my body 

instead of with the pin-point of my intellect led to all sorts 

of new knowledge and new contentment. I began to guess 

what it might mean to live from the heart instead of the 

head.”i The attitude or way of perceiving described has, 

despite the emphasis on its physical basis, a special affinity 

to religious contemplation, since its first principle is 'to 

attend to something and yet want nothing from it’, and 

this principle applied to personal relationships gives a 

power of entering by sympathy into the lives of others. 

I doubt whether the discipline involved can be successfully 

attempted by many, and, admirable as it is, I do not 

suggest that it can, in its highest exercise, be all-sufficing: 

but at least to some natures of fine endowment it may 

offer both happiness and a foundation for the good life. 

Poetry, on the other hand, is not, in essence, concerned 

with moral action. Its world is a twice-removed world, 

independent, autonomous, where contemplative experi¬ 

ence is not a means, but an end in itself. The poet, I have 

said before, can achieve in his creative work a satisfying 

harmony both for himself and, in different degrees, for 

those who appreciate him. But it is a confusion of thought 

1 A Life of One's Own, ■p. 188. 
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tQ locate the highest moral value in such a harmony, 

however many and diverse impulses it may reconcile. The 

man who can attain it, in the degree that a poet or artist 

can, is the less likely to be impelled to seek balance and 

satisfaction elsewhere, in the active pursuance of a moral 

or religious ideal. Since he can find rest in his poetic 

contemplation, weariness will not ‘toss him’^ to the 

breast of God. From this standpoint the man who is 

absorbed in poetry may have more excuse than others 

for selfishness and moral neutrality. "The poem”, as 

Mr Roberts well says, "which succeeds in producing an 

absolute internal harmony deprives the reader of all desire 

for action. The perfect artist finds beauty in good and evil 

alike, and has no motive for action, but is content to con¬ 

template his God, the miracle which is the world ”—a God 

(to quote from the preceding passage) ‘dangerously 

remote and utterly non-moral’.® 

But nevertheless, it may be said, a God, and therefore 

religion: and not only so, but a religion giving content¬ 

ment. Yes, in the sense that any object of man’s devotion 

—-Caesar or Mammon, no less than Art—may meta¬ 

phorically be called a God. And contentment certainly : 

but this is a small part indeed of any religious attitude 

worth the name. If religion were no_ more than a kind of 

dope, if it were a myth having for sole aim the avoidance 

of conflict, poetry might, for people of the right sensi¬ 

bility, replace it to positive advantage. But Christianity, 

in which the flesh is acknowledged to war against the 

spirit, and the spirit against the flesh, is a very different 

1 George Herbert, The Pulley. 
® C. o/P. pp. 208-9. 
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kind of religion. In it faith is btimately connected with 

works. The religious contemplation of the Christian is 

not, like poetic contemplation, a complete end in itself. 

For it is the vision, however dim, of a Person whose 

holiness forces upon the worshipper a sense of his own 

deficiency and sin: of One who is the supreme example of 

love in action: of One who offers grace and strength, but 

no certain release from conflict. Thus, through more than 

one channel, contemplation tends to action and, though 

it have both joy and serenity, leads to the cry, never quite 

silenced—^Lord, what shall I <io to be saved ? 

The final contemplative experience of poetry offers no 

such incentive. It may even, in an unhappy age, hold up 

the mirror to our disillusion, our sordidness, our unrest, 

only at last to reconcile us to things as they are. It can 

make bor edom itself worth looking at, so that we become 

interesting invalids in our own eyes. The mere recogni¬ 

tion of our disease brings relief and, perhaps, keeps us 

away from the doctor. ‘"The Waste Land for many 

readers”—so writes Mr Roberts—"fulfils the functions 

of myth; because that poem was possible, life is valuable.”*^ 

This is too much. Mr Eliot’s remarkable and historically 

important poem has, I suspect, caused reactions of the 

widest variety. So far ^s its readers, or a few of them, have 

arrived at the intern^ harmony of contemplation, they 

may have lost desire for action. But it seems to me that 

^ poem, as is the way with more explicit satire, carries 

its own conective. For its secondary effects are strong. 

The appreciaticm of it calls for miadi preparation, much 

after reflection, much intellectual activity of a kind to set 

1 C. oj P. p. 208. 
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up discord. It is not only (nor, I think, wholly) a poem, 

but is also a moral panorama, and in its character as the 

latter, not as poetry, it has a direct concern with^conduct. 

And, even so, it has the concern of the moralist who can 

at best prepare the way for religion,, but can by no means 

.usurp'its place. 

At the beginning of Chapter ix I briefly summarized 

the first eight chapters. It may be convenient if I now. 

.summarize the remainder. . . 

We found that the attitude whidi leads to aesthetic 

experience is one of active but disinterested attention to 

the o^lyect of experience,' whether it be a sense<>b]ector>^ 

e.g.,; an idea or an action. When well developed, the 

attitude .is, one of contemplation, which is distinct from 

.judgment or mticism, though these are latent ,in it and,. ■ 
in actual experience, frequently intervene. The attitude 

allows imageiy, tho^ught and emotion, however practically 

useless, to flow in freely, changing md enriching, the 

;ol]|^ect. While aesthetic experience cxxjurs among very 

.primitive people, it m.ay be surmised that consciousne.ss. 

bad first to free itself from, close bondage, to the^ needs ,of 

^action (Chapter ix).. Aesthetic experience is more ob- ': 

, j'ective than pactical or speculative e.xperience, in the 

smse.that the seif is .more steadily absorbed in its object, 

that object being nothing but the present riches of con¬ 

sciousness. This objective aspect of aesthetic experience 

is more important for aesthetic theory than the illusion, 

so much stressed by Dr Santayana, under which we 

persist in regarding beauty as *a quality of things ^ The 

real objectivity of experience implies that our sensi-^ 



Mlities, emotions, etc., are organized m a harmony whicp 

goes far towards constituting the delight given by poetry 

and the Sther arts (Chapter x). 

In analysing the criticisms levelled by Dr Richa:rd.s, 

. against A. C. Bradley's Poetry for Poetry's we found 

that Bradley was right in affirming a contrast between 

poetic and ordmary experience. The difference does not 

merely consist in the greater number of impulses which 

.are active in the former:.it is essentially a difference of 

quality. Nor does the greater number of impulses in the 

poetic experience comote moral superiority... Poetic ex¬ 

perience is one .of wide acceptance, which reconciles 

diverse and .opposing elements. Moral experience, oa 

.' the other hand, may, be valuable , and formative, not 

through .acceptance, but through rgection and choice 

(Chapter xi). Bradley was right again, when properly 

understood, in his view of the connection between poetic 

and ordinary experience. All that passes from die ordinary 

world into the world of poetic contemplation suffers a 

deep change in passing, and the connection, though inti¬ 

mate, may not inaptly be pictured as ‘imderground' 

(Chapter xii).,, 
A poet, we suggested, is one who, through the metrical 

ordering of words, creates a unified contemplative ex¬ 

perience, highly objective in character. The poet is not 

to be pictured as comiBunicating a day to day experience 

' tetter org'Hiiized than that of other people. The value of 

^ his day to day experience, whatever it be, is non-poetic: 

as a poet, he replaces it by a different, poetic, experience, 

created through words. He does not communicate or 

express an es5>erience that existed before the poem was 
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TKritten: he creates a new experience, not only for others, ^ 
but also (and primarily) for himself (Chapter xni). 
Contemplation is an active as well as a tranquil state. The 
activity of the mind, as Coleridge recognized, is a living, 
self-creating process. Coleridge’s well-known distinction 
between imagination and fancy is of value, and has an 
interesting parallel in M. Bergson. Both these writers 
suggest a close relation between poetry and reality: but, 
even if the poetic experience implies a reality beyond 
itself, the proper concern of poetry is with the experience 
for its own sake, and not for the sake of an5rthing ulterior. 

The claim that poetry can take precedence of religion, 
the latter having now fallen to the status of mere myth, 
has no warrant. Dr Richards suggests that poetry, as in 
Coleridge’s use of the Wind Harp image, has a unique 
power to reconcile doctrines which, as doctrines, appear 
to be in conflict. W^e found no such reconciliation in 
Coleridge, and we came to the conclusion that the hope, 
entertained by Dr Richards, of a new science of criticism, 
is founded on a confused and pseudo-mystical reading of 
experience (Chapter xiv). 

But while we must reject extravagant claims, it is true, 
despite the argument of Mr Belgion to the contrary, that 
poetry is of value, and high value, for the ordering of our 
minds (Chapter xv). Poetry—we have said in this final 
chapter—^has secondary effects on thought and behaviour, 
but these are by-products, since they do not arise from the 
contemplative experience which is its true end. Contem¬ 
plation occurs in ordinary life and is a fundamental need, 
removing us for a while from the tumult of action, to give 
us powers of insight and control. Experience undergoes 
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a profound change when it passes from action into con¬ 
templation; it undergoes a further vital change, when it 
passes iifto the contemplative experience of the arts, and 
it is then twice removed from the world of action. 
Tragedy, even at the single remove, can give order to 
emotion, and renew perspective; at the double remove o 
tragic art it can achieve for us a deeply satisfying harmony. 

The contemplative experience of poetry—and not of 
tragic poetry alone—^has a special stability, unity an 
clarity. It is a world apart, in which we may rest. It is 
complete in itself and is unlike religious contemplation, 
which creates the need for action. If only for that reason, 
it can never satisfy aU our spiritual needs. Its rank, 
without any such claim, is sufficiently exalted. 
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